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SUMMARY. 

The aim of the present work WJ.S to repeat D~ measuramf'lnt6 mAde 

by other workers and to extend them into higher regions of E/p. Thus 

the diffusion of medium enerey electrons in H
2

, N2 and 02 has been 

investigated bJ swarm ex eriments in a Townsend-type a~paratus. The 

Elp ranges considered are 5 to 120, 3 to 30 and 5 to 1+0 (volts/cm.mm.Hg.) 

respectively. Pressures vary uyproximately from 0.1 to 1.5 mm.Hg. 

Agreement with the results of other workers is in general good, but a 

pressure dependence was found in N2 which has been attributed to the 

appropriate diffusion equation being non-linear. Results in H2 and 02 

agree well with other modern values, and values of attachment coefficients 

in 02 are also presented. 

Theoretical investigations have yielded solutions of the difiusioll 

equation in the presence of the secondary effects, electron attachment, 

resonance radiation and non-resonance radiation. fownsend's and 

Huxley's solutions of the diffusion equation are shown to be similar. 



CHAPl'ER 1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SWARM EXPERIMENTS. 

Diffusion theory ori~inated a oentury ago with Clerk 

Maxwell (1867) when he gave a mathematioal solution for the 

interdiffusion of two gases. In 1899, J.S.E. Townsend, one 

of J.J. Thomson's first students, expanded Maxwell's ·~~rk to 

explain the j iffusion of charged particles through a gls under 

the influence of an applied electric field. Townsend devised 

an apparatus (1908) where electrons passed through a circular 

aperture and were collected by an anode composed of an inner 

diso surrounded by an outer ring. 

He later devised an ingenious experiment, using a magnetic 

field to deflect the diffusing electron stream, for measuring 

drift velocities. These values, together with D~ values 

from the ra~Dl diffusion measurements, enabled electron 

mean energy, electron mean free path, electron mobility and 

el~ctron energy loss in collisions with gas molecules to be 

readily estimated (Towns~Jd and Tizard 1913). At this time 

Townsend wrote his classic text-book 'Electricity in Gases', 

which has served as the foundation for subsequent sttrl~ c··H in 

this, and all:'ed, fields. 

During the First World War Townsend was involved in 

important work on radio communications and it was some years 

before Townsend and Bailey (1921, 1922, 1923) and Skinker (1922) 

published their comprehensive sets of results in various gases. 

Bailey was appointed a professor at Sydney University in 1924 

1. 



and, after studying Neon (1924), he became involved in nttachmtnt 

studies (1925) and drift velocity measurements (1930). 

2. 

In 1930, Townsend published a summary of known work elltitled 

'Energies of Electrons in Gases'. He thereafter became interdsted 

in electron energy distributions (fownsend 1936) and allied subjects. 

'Electrons in Gases', written by Townsend, appeared in 1948. An 

account of the early measurements and others is given by Healey and 

Reed (1941), and Llewellyn-Jones (1957) has written an appreciation 

of Townsend's work. 

A much simpler solution of the diffusion equation than that 

given by Townsend has been given by L. G. H. Huxley (1940). It 

may be stated that this new solution originated a new illtercst in 

swarm experiments, although mathematical mistakes were made in the 

derivation (Huxley and Crompton 1955) and the correct formula 

resulted by chance. Huxley and Zaazou (1949) were next to give a 

set of results, in air, but their apparatus is open to some criti~ism. 

Adelaide University, australia appointed Huxley as a professor and he 

began to establish a group equipped witn apl)Uratuses capable of making 

accurate measurements on electron swarms. Members of ~he grollp, notab1 

R. W. Crompton, haTe since liublished the results of many accurate and 

consistent eXIKrLlents in the low Elp range. The grollp moved from 

Adelaide in 1960 to brm, under Cromrton, the Ion Diffusion Unit at 

Canberra University, Australia. 

Amongst Huxley's contributions since then are a general theory 

of electron and ion motion in gases (1960) and v solution of the 

diffusion equation when electron ionization and attachment are 



Author(s) Year Gas E/p . E/p mln max 

Townsend 1908 Air 0.09 0.27 

Townsend and Tizard 1913 Air 0.5 100 

Townsend and B:JlleJ 1921 N 2 0.25 60 

H 
2 0.2) 50 

O
2 2 50 

Air 0.5 100 

Skinker 1922 CO2 0.25 50 

'i'ownsend a.nd Bailey 1922 A 0.125 15 

'l,'ownsend and Bailey 1923 He 0.013 5 

Bailey 1924- Ne 0.06 6 

Brose 1925 °2 0.4 50 

Bailey 1925 Air 0.5 2.5 

Bailey and Rudd 1932 CO
2 2 16 

Healey and Kirkpatrick 1939 °2 0.25 50 

Huxley and Zaazou 1949 Air 0.5 25 

Crompton and Sutten 1952 H 2 0.05 20 

N? 
'-

0.05 2U 

Cromr- ton , Huxley and Sutton 1953 Air 0.1 20 

Huxley and Crompton 1955 iI2 0.5 5 

Huxley, Crompton and Bagot 1959 O
2 5 20 

Cochran and Forester 1962 H2 0.2 5 

.N2 0.21 5 

CO 
2 0.2 5 

TnlJlt~ l. Published D0 values (continued oVt;r) • 



Author(s) Year Gas EI Prnin E/-) 
1 m:1X 

Warren and Parker 1962 He 0.00015 0.4 

A 0.00015 0.04 

N2 0.0002 3 

H 
2 

0.00015 5 

CO
2 

0.005 15 

When the present work began, no modern results were availil.ble for 

Elf;"> 20 in H
2

, N2 and O2 , Since then some furtLer resul ts have 

ap~eared in the litorature. 
---------------------_._----

Cr OHi 1:' t on and Elford 1963 N 
2 

0.006 5 

H2 0.006 0.1 

Rees 1964 CO
2 0.1 50 

Rees 1965 O
2 

o. !+ 6 

Lawson and Lucas 1965:1 H2 15 100 

Crompton, Liley, ;vl0 Intosh and Hurst 1965 H 10 70 
2 

Lawson cmd Lucas 1965b H2 60 350 

Table 1. Published D/p. values, COIlti.nued. 



4. 
CHAPfER 2. THEORY. 

2.1. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT. 

When a number of particles having- agitational energy occupy a 

space and have an uneven spatial distribution then in general they 

will tend to distribute themselves uniformly throughout this s}ace. 

This process is known as 'diffusion', and the rate at which the process 

occurs is governed by the 'diffusion coefficient', D. If there is a 

particle concentration gradient in a particular dierection then D is 

defined as being the net number of particles passing in unit time 

through unit area perpendicular to the gradient direction and for unit 

concentration gradient. In three dimensions this may be writcen 

where n is the particle concentration. 

By kine tic theory, D = Lc/3 where L is elec tron fre," path alld c 

is electron velocity (Huxley 1960). 

2.2. DRIF'f VELOCITY. 

When an electron exists in a reijion between two J,arallel plates 

together with gas molecules and an electric field is applied, the 

electron receives energy and begins to collide with the gas molecules. 

Most of its motion is in random directions but it also has a relatively 



5. 
small velocity in the field direction. This velocity is known as the 

'drift velocity'. i.e. drift velocity W, is given by 

w = gal.) length 
electron transit time 

Kinetic theory gives W in terms of microscopic parameters as 

-2 2 
w = Ee. c ~(Lc) 

3m dc 
(Huxley 1960). 

Electron mobility is defined as drift velocity per unit electric field. 

i.e. p = W/E. 

2.3. TOWNSEND'S ENERGY FAC'l'OR AND MEAN ENERGY. 

The ratio of drift velo~ity and diffusion coefficient in terms of 

microscopic parameters (Huxley 1960) is written 

W 
D = --(1) 

= 3. Ee (for a Maxwellian distribution) 
'2 

~o2 

= 3. Ee h u 1'S th 1 t 2 ' were e mean e eo ron energy. 
u 

A more convenient form is D,:u =.£ u. 
3 

When Positive or negative ions difJ.'uf'e and drift through a gas 

at low Elp they remain in thermal equilibrium with the gas molecules 

and it may be written 



u = % mc
2 = ~ kT 

where k = Boltzmann's constant, T = gas temperature (absolute) 

= ion temperature. 

When electrons drift through a gas, in general their energies 

are higher than those of the gas molecules and Townsend introduced 

an energy factor, k'J!' which is defined as the number of times that 

electron mean energy is greater than thermal energy, 

i.e. u = kT (3/2 kT), 

and D~ = kT (kT/e). --(2) 

From (2), kT = Dtp.. X constant, for a fixed temperature. The 

values of the constant are 40.3 at 15°C., 39.6 at 20°c., aLd~3~~O 

at 25°C., when the units of D~ are electron-volts. 

( 2 ) is derived from (1) assuming a Maxwellian ve loci ty 

6. 

distribution. If a Druyvesteyn distribution is assumed, (2) becomes 

2.4. OTHER PARAMETERS OF ELECTRON COLLISIONS. 

Once D~ values have been ebtained, a knowledge of drift velocity, 

W, either from other workers' results or from a magnetic deflection 

experiment on the swarm,uncovers a var~ety of information (Huxley and 

Zaazou 1949). 

The root mean square electron velocity is given immediately by 

7 % e = 7.24 x 10 (D~) em/sec (Maxwell) 

where D/;u. is in electron-volts, 



or c ::: 6.80 )( 107 (D/f4-)~ em/sec (Druyvesteyn). 

The mean free path at unit ~rossure (1 mm.Hg.) is given by 

L ::: 4.41 )(. 10-8 W(D/).A.. )}2 

E!P 
em (Maxwell) 

L ::: 4.59 )( 10-8 W,(D/,M .. )~ 
EIP 

cm (Druyvesteyn) . 

The mean proportion ef energy l~st by an electron per oollision 

is given by 

o 
The above equations assume a gas t CL'lperature of 20 C. 

(Maxwell) 

(Druyvesteyn). 

2.5. RELATIO~~ BEi"iVEEN DPIFrr VELOCITY AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT. 

If a stream of electrons enters a parallel plate gav tnrou~h a 

small hole in the cathode, then the electrons, under the influence of 

an electric field, drift and diffuse through the gap until they are 

collected by the anode. Betwe~n collisions, an electron will g~in 

energy from the electric field, and at a collision it will lose a 

small proportion of its energy to the gas molecule concerned. 

Equilibrium is established between these two processes, and the 

electrons in fue swarm attain a characteristic mean energy. The 

spr~ading of the electron stream is due t. the electron diffusion, 

and since the time during which this process is acting is inversely 

proportional to the dr1ft velocity W, then the rddial concentration 
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distribution of the electrons at the anode (the only plane of interest) 

is dependent on the ratio, WiD. 

Thus wiD, or }..(=W/2D) as 1.S commonly used in the litera.ture, 

is a direct measure of the sfread of the electron stream (and 

indirectly a measure of the electron mean energy). 

2.6. THE DIFFUSION EQ.UATION. 

The diffusion equation, representing electron movement throu~h 

a gas, in its simplest form may be formulated by conSidering the 

electron currents passing through the two planes, z and z+dz. The 

electrons are assumed to have a fixed energy distribution. 

Considering firstly the currents due to electron drift, the number 

passing through unit area of the z plane in unit time is nW, and the 

corresponding number through the z+dz plane is nW + d (nW)dz. 
dz 

Similarly the diffusion currents are, through the z plane, - D dn/dz, 

and through the z+dz plane, -D dn - ~[D~l dz. 
dZ dz dz 

There can be no aCGumula.tion of particles between the planes 

so that, equating the number passing through each plane, 

nW - Ddn 
dZ 

or, 

= nW + d (nW)dz - Ddn - ~[Ddn]dz 
dz ~ dz dz 

W dn 
= D dz-

This is the diffusion equation in one dimension. Extension of the 

above to three dimensions (remembering that drift is only in th~ 



Z direction and diffusion is 3-dlmensional) yields the equation 

or, 

W on 
1) oZ 

:::2>-' on oz· --(3) 

9. 

It remains to solve this equation for the usual form of' discharge 

gap for diffusion studies. That is, a gap consisting of circular 

parallel plane electrodes with the electron current entering through 

an aperture at the cathode centre and being collected by an anode 

composed of concentric circular annuli. The gap may be surrounded 

by a series of uniformly spaced guard rings. 

2.7. TOWNSET'/D' S SOLU'fION (1915) OF 'I'HE DIFFUSION E\:;i.UA'fION 

IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINA'.J:ES. 

Consider a parallel ~late ~ap, len~th d, with metal walls at 

a radius b from the axis of the gap, the axis passing through the 

centre of an a}erture in the cathode. Suppose this aperture to be 

of radius at and its centre to be the origin of the cylinJrical 

coordinate systGm. 

The diffusion equation (3) of the last section in cylindrical 

coordinate is 

where A::: W/2D. 

1 
r 

--(4) 
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Le t n = -II 8 -UZ " wn' ere '" ¢ ( ) d () Th (L) b ~ ~ = r,z an u::: U r. en • ccomes 

1 
+ -r 

where 
--(5) 

This is Bessel's equation of ~rder zero, and its solution is 

written 

d. ::: A J (g r) +BY (f) r ) 'f' 0 0 

where A and Bare arbitrnry constants. Since nand tnus ~ must be 

finite at r ::: 0, then R:::O, and a particular selution for the electron 

concentrati~n n may be written, 

possible solutions gives a general solution 

OC' 

-uz 
e 

n ::: 2. A J (B r) exp (-u z) 
I

SO s s 
s= 

Summing all 

--(6) 

The unknown constants As and 9s are found by making the above 

equation satisfy the boundary conditiens. These are (aoc~rding 

to Townsend): 

(i) n is zero at the walls, 

i.e. n::: 0 for r ::: b, all z. 

(ii) n is constant across the cathode aperture and 

zero over the rest of the cathode; 

i.e. n ::: n for 0 ~ r ~ at z ::: 0 
o 

and n::: 0 for a ' r ~ b, z ::: O. 

Condition (i) is satisfied by taKing J (e b) ::: O. i.e. the 
e s 

9 b, which are always positive, are roots of 
s 

The correspending values of Us are given from 

the equation Jo(x) ::: O. 

( 5) by u ::: ( A 2 + 8 2)~ _ ~, 
6 6 
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the positive rQot of the quadratic equation being taken so that n 

remains finite as z ..... 00. 

Condition (ii) gives the v31ues for A. Puttin~ z 0 s U; =, 
multiplying both sides of ( 6) by J (e r)r dr and integrating from 

o s 

r = 0 to r = b, A is given by s 

j b n J (e r) r dr 
o 0 s 

b 

:= A J J 2 (e r)r dr. 
s 0 0 5 

Use is made of the relation 

J (f) r) J (e r) r dr = 0, o m 0 n m I. n, 

= b 
2 

J 1
2 

( e m b ) , 
2" 

m = n, 

When e band e b are roots of J ex) = O. Simplifying the right m n 0 

hand side now gives 

where J
l 

ex) is a 

c'<n 
Jl ( 8 sa) A b

2 
0 = e: s 2' 

Bessel function of the 

A = 2an s 0 

e b 2 
s 

J
l

(8 sa) 

J
1

2 (9
s

b) 

J1
2 (9 sb) 

first kind. Thus, 

and the spatial electron oonoentration satisfying the boundary 

conditions (i) and (ii) and the diffubion equation is given by 

n = 2an 
o 

7 
'\ ( e sa) 

e J __ 2( e b) 
sIs 

J (e r) .exp(-u z) 
o s s 

--(7) 



The rati., R, of current colleoted by an anode area of radius p 

to that collected by an area of radius q is found by integrating n 

over the anode surface. 

i.e. R = 

00 

2 
S"'I 

dr • 
r n dr 

J l ( ~sa) 

9 2 J 2( f) b) 
sIs ----.-.--- .. -~ 

00 
JlCe s a ) 2 9 2

J 2(9 b) 
S"'I sIs 

J l ( e sp) p exp(-uld) 
s 

JlCf)sq) q eX}-I(-u d) s 

-

Townsend, in his original apparatus, made the centre oolleoting 

disc and the eo-thode aperture the same diameter (0.75 em, oompared 

with a gap length of 7 cm). This facilitates computat~on. 

2.8. HUXLEY'S SOLU'l'ION (1959) OF THE DIFFUSION EQUA'rrON. 

If in the diffusion equation (3) 

\J 2n = 2'" an 
Tz" 

it is written 

V 
~:z; 

n = e 

then the equation satisfied by V is 

This equation is similar to an equation in wave-propagation theory, 

and its solution may be representeJ as a simple pole source, 

un~ 
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- Arj i. e • V = 0 ons t an t X e r, 

where, in this case, r is the distance from the souroe. 

The solution of the diffusion equation for electron concentration 

(Huxley 1940, 1959) is ebtaineJ. by placin:; a positive electron source 

at the centre of the cathode. The walls are assumed to be at a 

large distance from the axis of the discharge ~ap. In order to 

satisfy the anode boundary condition of zero concentratlon OV2r its 

surface (z :: d), a nebativc image source at z :: 2d of suitable 

s~rength is added • The equatlon for n then becomes 

n :: A >.. z ( - .\ r/ - A r 'j I) e e r - e r 

where r' is the distance measured from th8 negative image source. 

At the aI!oJe r :: r', nnll n :: O. The currents at the anode will be 

diffusion currents, and the a;lOde curreJ1t distribution is f('unJ by 

makinc Lhe integrcl 

over the anode 6urta ce. 

The current to a disc of radius f frum th~ aLode cencr~ is 

then given by 

i :: l (1 - d e A(d-r)) 
0 -r 

where 2 2 d2 r :: f + 

The ra.tio R of the current to radius f 
collec ted by the anode is tlws :T,i Ve.; by 

A O-r) 
R :: 1 - d e 

r 

to the total C'..1rl'ent 
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2.9. E~UIVALENCE OF TO'NNBEND'S AND HUXLEY'S SOLUTION. 

The analysis of the two previous sections (2.7 and 2.8) shows 

that tlle solution of the diffuslon equntLon may be obt&in'2d in LilO 

dissimilar ways. Each solution satisfies only one electrode boundary 

condition, the anode in Townsend's solution and tlle cnt!lode in Huxley's 

solution. The annlysis given below shows the two solutions to be, 

in f~ct, identical. This is a satisfyin~ result not previously 

appreciated by other workers in this field. 

Townsend's solution for the electron mnccntrntion Bt the anode is 

00 

J l ( e so.) J (e r) -usd n = 2 2an e 
0 0 s 

"7 e J 2( e b) 5"1 
sIs 

where u = ( A 2 + e 2) % - A , and J (e b) = 0. 
s s o s 

It is desired to simplify this solution for a pOint source anJ 

infinite walls i.e. a~O, b·~CoO. As b-+ 00 e -+ 0, u -~ 0, and 
s s 

J (8 r) ~ 1. At snaIl 5, the terms in the above scr:ic.::s tend to zero. 
o s 

The terms only b~come significant when e is large enou~;( to maKe 
s 

J
1 

( 8 sb) small. Thus only the l:1ter terms in t he series noeel La 

consielereJ. 

J-l.S a -....... 0, J l ( gsa) -.- e sa and the concentration bc:comes 

2 

00 

n = L 
5""1 

2 
a n o 

7 

When s is large, J 2(8 b) ~ 1 . s 

J (e r) 
o s 

2ltr e b • In the limit, th8 above 
s 

series may be written as an infinite integral, 



i.e. 

00 

n = i n
2

n O 

o b 

15. 

The total current I I I to a rin;:; of raiiU8 r is fO:Jnd 'jY 111ul t iplyiw; 

by the drift velocity W and inte'~r::J.tin'; ever the anode surfac0. 

The total current at the IJlnnole is given b,Y 

~d /jOOi
o 

2 2 }2 
I = f:; e r J (Q r) e - (A + 98 ) J d S dr • s o 8 oS o 0 

n[>d] = fric e r J ( f) r) ~d 
_c).2+9 2 )Yzd 

e s de dr • s 0 s 
(,,2+ f) 2/~ s 

0 s 

Use is now made of [( standard solution . 100 

- c >-. 2 + e 2!'d l.e. J (9 r) 9 e 8 dG 
o s s s 

o ( A 2 + e 2 »)~ 
s 

_ A(r2+j2/~ 
= e 
Cr2:J2)}~-

, 
:: e - ).. R /R' 

This formuLt \fDS widely 'lsad by A. Sommerfeld ali:! is of ten cnlled 

the Sommerfeld rel2tion. ThLn , 

l' ior ~ - ~ tc 
I 

h[~ Ja] c dr = ---
t) P . [ -~ rIJl' . 

= 1 -e 
o 0 

(e - A d - ~ R; 
= 1 - e 

0 

IntegratinJ with rcspt;ct to A, 

I = i (l - d e 
A(d-R') ) 

eLO) 0 R' 

'I'his is Huxley's solution C:;c;uation 0)) relatinn; tho::: current 

received by a disc of radlus r to she total curr8nt received by the ~node 
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2.10. MODIFICA'l'TONS CP HUXLEY' S ~OLU'n;r)N. , 

Althou3 j the Townsend and Huxley solutions seem correct 

experimentally, they do not satisfy the electrode boundary conditions 

exactly. Other workers haVE! at;teJJlpted to obtain exact solutioi1s. 

It is possible to obtain Huxley's relationshi~ (9) by a different 

procedure (Crom~ton and Jory 1962). Anotner solution Lo the diffusion 

equation is then 

>"z [-~r] 
n = A e ~ d; . -'7- . 

'l'he currcllt collac ted by the anode is taken to bc: €--l;lal to the 

current passing through a pl~n8 at z = d. This procedure gives 

exactly Huxley's relation bt'tweenli' andAbut, iil COm!ilon with TowIlsencl's 

solution, ic does no~ satisfy the anode boundary condition of n = 0 

over the anode surface. But, a130 li\:e Townsend's , it; does 3atisfy 

the cathode boundarj condition of zero over the whole cutllode surf~ce, 

except at the electron SJurce. Huxley's solution of the previous 

sec tion res ul ts from a Sd ttsfie~ ,;node condition bu t ar~ uns~., tisfied 

cathode condition. 

Thus the curious sitilation ~rises wherebJ the same formul2 

results from s0tisiJin~ independelltly the two boundary. conditions. 

Vhe~ the two are satisfied ~ogether ~he f0rmulu obtained is 

d ex} ( ~ (d-r») 
r 

Over Llr';e eXreri:li8 . tul rei,;ions this f orultlla yiel(i8 the same 

results (within experimental error) as Huxley's formula, but at low 

~d and ae. relatively large d~stallces from the axis (i.e. s.J~lll d/r) 



there are discrepancies. Duxley Clwl Croml_'ton (195:.)) and CroIn}: ton 

and Jory (1962) have show~ empirically however that the so-c~lled 

ap~roximate solution 

R : 1 - d e ~(d-r) 
r 

is the more correct solution, whilst the solution satisfyin~ both 

adequa te range. 

LJwsun and Lucas (1965) succeeded in solving the diffusion 

equation and both boun~ary conditions by considering the time-

resolved equation in the presence of primarJ ionization, 

i. t.. • 1 ~n 2 
f-LE d n oL}A E .J.. 'V !.' - + n 

D Tt = D rz l' 
,,) 

where the field acts in the z directior. 

A set of ima~e charges are considered, of strengths n , 
s 

velooities v and rosiL,ons d (Lucas l~:; ',4). 'rh(;se vc.lucs are s s 

chosciD specifically to satisfy the anode and cathode boundary 

17. 

conditions. The time-resolved electron concentration is then ~iven 

by 

00 

! (x,y,z,t) = 2 
S::./ 

n to 
S 

oC.vt 
exp 

the totC\l nllmb..:r of elec trons coll<::)cted by an :mode disc of 

rudius b is 

CP kt 

N(d,b) = II f e(nW) - eD *~} 21ff df dt 

Where 2 2 ~ f = (x + y) and W :;: f'- E . 
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1 - E = 1 - N (d , b ) I:. (d, (0) 

= e-u(r-d) { lir + ( A lu _ d/r) e -2 A ::1 + ••••• } 

1 + (~/u _ 1) (:) - 2 " d + 

where A :: f"E/2D, 2 
u 

the t:.'quatior. reducus to 

1 - R = d e -(r-d)~ 
r --ell) 

Equation (11) above snows that an experimental determino.tion of R 

will give a value for u, but the coeffici.ent ~ is required to find 

2, 

values of :)~. In the absence of primary ionization, u= A ,and (11) 

reduces to :fuxley's equation, (9). When ioniza,Lioll is l)resent u I. A , 

but the term (A -u) caD bE: determined by measuring the variation of 

the current amplif.Lcatior, J...(z) with electrode sepi,ration z (HuxL~J 

1959, Lucas 196;' ). In this case 

).. - u = 1 10 ; [ A(X+i.l) ] e ii(X) a 

and 

D E 
fL :: -' .... [-u -+-n -11 J1 ----(12) 

In all the above equations it, has been .~sswned that no current 

is lost to the walls of the diffusion ~aF. Comparing ratios found 

from Townsend's and Huxley's solutions it may be shown that fu~ current 

collected by a wall, even at quite a small distance from th~ outer 

collector, 1S small except at low valu8s of Ad. Fi:;. tl shows t'l\; 

magnitud8 of this effect. 



2.11. PARK~R'S CONCENTRATION DISfrIB~TION. 

Parker (l9()3) has shown theoreticall;" tlJat the accepted 

distrLGution of electron concentr~tion at the collecting anode is 

incorrect. He arrives at this postulation by considering exactly the 

terms in the Boltzmann transport equation involving spatial deLivatives 

01 the electron distribution. These terms are normally nOJlected, the 

electron enerf.~Y distribution bej_n,,~ taken to be position independent. 

'rhe concentration distribution at t he anode is then E;iven by 

ex}' [- A d [ (In )~~ - 1] 1 

whe~e x = b2/z2 , (b = distance ~orn anoda cen~re, z = field direction). 

'rhe posic.ion dependent jistribution as Tiven by Parker is 

l1
eX

d.ct ::: (1 + x/4)-3/2 exp(- Adx/2). 

This expression has been integrated over the anode surface to find 

the current distribution. 

The ratio, R, 01 curl'ents to a central ring of radius b, an", an 

annulu s of inner anJ outer r8.dii b1 and b2 is is'i veIl by 

where f = I o 

R f - II 
::: 0 ----CC) 

-if i I 2 

C'.375 + 0.23'1 - 0.20:t + ••••• , 
- I 

-2 1,3 k'+ 
" 

+ •••••••• 1 



';'APTER 3 . 

The diffusion equation has been extended to cover the cases when 

elec tron at tllc!1ment and seJ,,<ondary ionization by photons at the cathode 

are pres~nt. A knowledge of t~e 4uantitative effects of seoondary 

ionization will enable further gases to be investigated and the r:Ul~e 

of' Ell) to be extended to include higher values. l'hotons may travel 

~hroush a gas in two ways, as resonance radiation or as non-resonance 

radiation. Both have been considered in the full owing anaJ.jsis. 

Huxley (195;) has given an account of a theoretical investi;ation 

of a stream of electrons and ions drifting and diffusing in a Isas when 

ionization by collision and electron attachment are pr2Gtnt. His 

solution contains definite integrals and does not lend itse~f to rapid 

calculation, eVen with the use of a computer. 

A simplified solution, following from Townsend's "01ution and 

amenaLle to quick calculation, is given below. 

A steadJ state is assumed and the electron and ne~~tive and 

positive ion currents will be calculated separ~telJ. 

(a) Electrn ourrent. 

The sI-atial electron concentration ne(x,,)' ,z) for electrons 
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drifting and diffusing under the action of a uniform electric field 

(Jirection z) is found from soJving the basic diffusion equation 

-----(14) 

where <:i = primary ionization coefficient, 

'7 .- attdchn:ent coefficient, 

and A = electron IJlobili ty. 

The solution of (14) has been given by Lucas (1965). It assumes 

point emission of electrons from the centre of the cathode and zero 

electron concentration at the electrodes (z:O and z=d) and at the 

walls (r:b) : the sum of three sources is sufficient when Ad/' 2, 

>?;iving 

00 

ne(z,r) = 2 As 

S=/ 

J
o

( gar) fexpCA -us)z - exp (CA +us)z - 2UsdJ 

where A s 

Us 
2 = A 2 - 2 ( r/... - rr; ) A + 9 2 

s 

- ex, [-( A+Us)Z] J ---(15) 

The eleotron current density at any point is then given by the 



vector equation 

j (x,r) = 
~ 

(i) Axial electron current at anode. 

-----(16) 

The ourrent to a radius r at the anode is givefi by 

Now 

=n .u..E-D er-e e 

and sUbstitution frOl:1 (15) (jives 

00 

J (d,r) = " 
ez L 2lf }-LeEil.s r J l ( e sr) Us exp( >.. -us)d 

s: >. 

for .Ad> 2. 

(ii) Axial electron current at cathode. 

22. 

This current may be written as an expansion of Bessel functions 

J" = J (O,r) 
o ez 

r orr: 
s 

----(18) 

(iii) Total radial electron current to walls. 

The total wall current is written 

d. 
J (d,r) = 1 JO 21Tb dz • er er 

o 

Making use of 



equation (15) gives 

$=-I 

21T AL EA r 
I-e s-

~s 

23. 

J (e ) £) 2 r ( ~ -u )d 
1 

r sue s-
s -- s ~2 2-

f\ -u \ 
S 1\ 

-----(19) 

(b) Ion currents. 

Equations (14) and (15) m~y be combined to give the electron 

current as 

Li;~ewise similar equations rna,] be aD tained for the pOSl ti ve and 

neGative ions, 

div J (z) ~ oLn .u E, 
+ e '-e 

and div j Cd ::: 

These equations comLine to Jive 

div [~ ~ 1 
= 0 

-----(20) 

and ciiv (je - j+ + j ) = 0 - --------(21) 

Generally I ions hav" mucb lower energies than elec tr.)ns i~" the 

present eX},eriments, and it is justified to 8SSUf'1e that their 

diffusion in a radial direction is negliglble. A~plyin~ Stokes' 

theorem to a region Lounded by the walls, the anode and the cathode 

gives 
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J (d,r) + J (d,r) - J (O,r) + J (d ,r) + J (O,r) = 0 (2'2 ) . 
ez er ez + 

.. .. .. .. 
electron .. total .. electron .. ner,Si.tlve: posi bve .. '" * ... ... ... '" '" * * '" current ... electron * current * ion .. ion 

* * .. .. 
'" * * .. ... * .. ... 

at anode ... wall * at .. current * current .. .. .. ... .. * * ... .. .. ... * * current ... ci:tthode ... at anode! a +- cathode ... ... 
'" 

- " 
... " * .. 

This condition gives the anode ne~ative ion current and the c3thode 

positlve ion current in terms of the electron currents. 

J (d,r) = - ..?l. J (O,r) • 
<X + 

Substitution into (22) gives 

and from equations (17) and (19), 

or 

21f LL :SA r-e s r 

~ 
e \ r ( A -u )ilJ ] 

J 1 ( sr)· 1 L u~ e s - 1 

+ 

-------(23) 



.. 
The total electron and negative ion current at the anode is 

J(d,r) = J (d,r) + J (d,r). 
ez -

---(24) 

Substituting the results of equations (17) and (23) into equation (24) 

gives 

U 

\ 

u ( ~ -u )d 
I' S e 6 -- -

U () A 
s s 

+ 

where ~ :: fA- E/2D , e e 

2 A2 - 2(ol'-7)A 9 2 u :: + 
S S 

2 ,,2 2(d. -1)'). u :: 

b = wall radius, 

and J (g b) = 0 • 
o s 

( >. -u )d 
e s 

Thus the current distribution at the anode is given in the 

presence of primary ionization and electron attachment. If allowance 

is to be made for a finite diameter cathode aperture, then each term 

in the series is multiplied by a factor, 2Jl ( e a)/ 9 a, where s s 

a = aperture radius. This assumes a constant electron concentration 

over the cathode apertur~. 
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3.2. :RESONAIJCE R.tl.DIATION. 

When electrons drift through a gas the,} will be continuously 

colliding with gas molecules. Occasionally an electron in collision 

with a gas molecule will excite one of the atoms of the molecule and 

radiation will be emitted of a frequency appropriate to the difference 

in eleotron energy levels between the excited state and the ground 

state in the particular atom concerned. The emitted radiation travels 

through the gas in a random direction before contactin~ another 

molecule, and a~ain excites one of its atoms before re-einittinc. Thus 

the resonance radiation process consists of a continual e'Jissian and 

absorption of radi~tion by the gas molecules, and, by virtue of the 

random direction of emission, it may be considered as a diffusion 

process (Little 1959). The time taken for a photon to be absorbed 

and re-emit is of the order of 10-9 seconds, whilst the time s~ent 

between emission and a~sorption may be neglected. In the present 
c.

apparatus the photon tr~nsit time between electrodes io a~out 10-~ 
4 

seconds, so the absorption process occurs about 10 times in one 

transit. 

The movement of resonance radiation, havin~ been described as a 

diffuSion process, may now be represented by a diffusion equation. Ii 

n is the photon concentration and D the ~hoton diffusion coefficient, 

then 

civn ::0, 
pee ------(26) 

where n/,," represents the sum of the rate at which photons arc lost 
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by absorption with foreign gases and impurities, and the rate at 

which the emitting atoms may be transferred to some othcr radiating 

state. oL is the nUl''HJcr of photons producE:d by electron collision 
p 

per em. electron travel in the field direction, and v is electron 
e 

drift velocity. 

The electron concentration n is given by equRtion (15), 
e 

i.e. ----(27) 

When resonance radiation is present photons are emitted which may 

liberate electrons from the cath.de surface. Townsend determined the 

A of the above equation by consideration of the relevant cathode 
s 

boundary condition. In the present caoe the cathode boundary 

oondition is modified and to avoid confusion, B will be used instead s 

of A • s 
Substitution for n into equation (26) gives e 

ot.. v B J (() r) 
pes 0 s 

( ~ -u )z 
e s ---(28) 

Let the photon concentration be written as a series solution, 

n = " f (z) J (g r) • 
L- s • s 

5 

Substitution into equation (22) gives the relation 

D d2
f 9 2f f - of. v B 

0, -u )z 
s - s s s = e s 

dz2 -r:, 
pes 

d2f [h+ e 2] f ci v B 
(A -u )z 

or € s. (29) s - s s = - E e 6 

dz2 D 
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This is a linear 2nd-order differential equation and may be solved by 

observing that l/D~ = h2 , where h = photon absorption coefficient 

= fractional number of photons absorbed lem.pathl photon, and letting 

h 2 = h 2 
+ 

s 
B 2 • 

s Its solution is 

( A -u )z 
f = X exp(h z) + Y expC-h z) 

5 S S S S 

~I V B 
D'.p e s 

D 
e s 
...,.t~A---U~) Z""--h 2 -(0) 

S 5 

where the X and Yare unknown constants. The photon concentration s s 

is then given by 

fx exp(h z) + Y ex:p(-h z) - C e(~-us)z ( J C8 r) 
s 5 S S s J 0 s --(1) 

where 

~J V B 

c = s 
(..kp e s 

D 
1 ---------(2) 

\ 2 2 
C /\ -u ) -h 

s 5 

X and Yare determined from the boundary conditions of zero 
5 5 

concentration at the electrodes. The cathode boundary condition gives 

X + Y = C 
555 

and the anode boundary condition 

__ C '" (A - us) d X exp(h d) + Y exp(-h d) v 
s s s s s 

X and Yare then 
s s 

X = c (e C}, -us)d - exp(-hsd» 
5 5 

(exp(h d) - exp(-h d» 
5 s 

-------(3) 



o. -u )d 
(e s - eXl)(h d» 

y , s 
= v (~XF(h d) exp(-h d)) s ,c) 

S S 

The constants B ur0 found from consideration of the electron 
s 

currents at the ~athode. 

The photon current density, J" &t the cathode is writLGn 
p' 

= D ~ [" h (X -Y ) - C (>.. -u ) 1 J (9 r) 
~ s s s s s 0 s 

S 

29. 

(3/+ ) 

, ( ~ -u ) d 
20 c s - ex~(-h d) - exp(h d) s - s s - (}.. -u ) 7 J (e r) 

s J 0 s exp(h d) - exp(-h d) 
s 5 

( A -u )d 

{

he s - cosh(h d) 
C s s _ A 

S sinh(h d) 
s s 

+u'lJ(9r) 
s j 0 s 

---(5) 

The photon current to u region ra~ius r of the cathode is written 

,.. 

J p ~ / 21T r jp dr • 

o 

Int~gr~ting and substituting for Cs from (32), 

JlcO r)r:i vB 
___ 8 pes 

C ~ _u)2 h 2 
8 S 

=I 
s 

21T"r J ({) r)oL.v B Q 9 1 s pess 
S 

h 
C A -u )d 

e 8 - cosh(h d) 
c; s· \ 

sinhCh d) 
8 

- 1\ + U s 

----------(6) 

letting Q
s 

replace some of ilia expression. The above equation neglects 
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the effect of electrodes on the photon distribution. But from 

equations (15) and (17) it may be seen that if electraies are 

allowed for, the gap length is effectively decreased from d to (d-l/A ). 

The term (d-l/A ) may replaoe d in the above expression for Q • 
s 

Having found the photon current at the cathode, the B arE found s 

by applying the equation 

J (0) = j + ~ J (0) 
e 0 p p --------(37) 

i.e. total electron current at cathode = electron current injected 

through pinhole + electron current due to photon bombardment of the 

cathode. 

The total eleotron current at the cathode is (see equation(l8» 

J (0) = ~ 21fr J l (9 r)v B , 
e L 9 s e s 

------(38) 

S s . 

and the ourrent through the pin-hole, j , is o 

-------·(39) 

Substituting the results of equations (36), (38), (39) into 

equation (37), we get 

80 that 

B =A +ci 1s'QB ssp P s B 

• 

( 
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It remains to substitute for B (and A ) in the equation for the 
s s 

eleotron current at the anode; 

1.e. 

Thus, the final expression for the anode current distribution is 

J (d,r) = e 

where 

2
~ 

s=. 

u r ( ~ -u )d 
e s 

A 9s 

As in the case of the distribution in the presence of attaobm.nt, 

allowance may be made for a finite diameter oathode aperture. Eaoh 

term in the above series is mUltiplied by a faotor 2Jl ( Q a)/ e a, s s 

where a = aperture radius. Care must be t~;en not to oalculate for 

too large an aperture, because allowanoe has not been made for photons 

falling on the aperture itself. These cannot liberate electrons. 

3.3. NON·RESONANCE RADIATION. 

A gas atom, after a collision with an eleotron, may become excited 

into a normal excited state and, after a further oollision, pass into 

an adjaoent 'metastable' state. Metastable atoms may have long life

times, of the order of 10.3 seconds, before they de-exite to the 

ground state. The de-excitation is aooompanied by radiation emission 



of a frequency oorresponding to the difference in oharacteristio 
I 

energies of the ground and ~tastable states. Atoms in the ground 

state oan ... be excited directly into a metastable state without first 

passing through a normal excited state; and the radiation emitted in 

the de-exoitation prooess is not of the oorreot frequenoy for raising 

atoms to normal excited states. The result is that be emitted radiation, 

known as non-resonance radiation, enjoys a virtually unihterrupted pa~h 

through the gas. 

The emission of photons from a paint source may be thought of as 

analogous to eleotric lines of foroe leaving a point charge. In eaoh 

case the flux density obeys the same laws governing its intensity. 

The equation governing voltage distribution is Laplacets equation 

-------(41) 

whose general solution in cylindrioal ooordinates (r,z). after 

separating the variables and solving two ordinary linear differential 

equations, may be written 

v = 2. Ps J o(9 sr) exp(- 9sz) 

S 

where P
s 

and 9
s 

are unknown oonstants. 

--------(42) 

If photon absorption is to be allowed for, the analogous 

eleotrioal equation beoomes 

and its general solution is 

v = " P J ( 9 r) exp(-h z) 
~ s 0 s s 

--------(43) 

s 



where h = (h2+ ~ 2)~ • 
IS s 

The !lux d~nsity~ q~ in the 'fi~~d diraotion is 

q = - £ ~V 
0-c>z 

= '" £. P h J (£1 r) exp(-h z) • 
~ 0 S S 0 S S 

S 

The total flux onto a disc radius r and distance z from a souree is 

given by 

r 
Q. = £ q 21T r dr 

=L 
s 

£ P h 21fr os s-
Ss 

J «(1 r) exp(-h z) 
1 s s • ---(44) 

If more than one source, or even a oharge distribution, exists at a 

distance z from the measuring plane, ~he flux density distribution 

still obeys the above formula, the source distribution being incorporated 

into the factors, Pst The source distribution must of course be 

symmetrical. about the axis, r = O. Equation (44) shows by analogy 

that the distribution of photons striking the cathode ~om a symmetrical 

plane source distance z from the cathode will depend on z as exp(-h z). 
s 

The number of photons produced in unit time in a region between 

the planes z and z+dz and of radius r is given by 

dJ (z) = 1" 01. v"n dz 2Tr r dr • p pee 
o 

------(4,5) 

When Ad > 2, the sum effect of three souroes is sufficient to 

determine the electron-concentration and sntisfy the electrode boundary 
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oonditions (Lucas and Lawson 1965, and equation (15». 

Substitution for this n in (45), and the inolusion of a faotor e 

1/2 (beoause only 1/2 the photons are emitted towards the oathode; 

the rest being towards the anode) gives 

-(>-+u )z 
- e s 

-exp«~ +u )z - 2u d)] • s s 
----(46) 

The result of equation (44) indioates that the number of these 

photons whioh fallon the cathode is found by inoluding a term, 

exp(-hsz). where hs
2 = h2 

+ 9s
2 

and h is the photon. absorption 

coeffioient. The total number of photons falling on the cathode then 

beoomes 

-( A +u +h )d 
+ e s 8 

\ +u +h 
" s s 

-2). d 
The two terms of the order e may be neglected to give 

2>' 1" ;..2 _ (u +h )2 
s s 

-----(47) 



The relation between A and B is found from the oathode ourrent s s 

oondition as in the previous seotion on resonanoe radiation; 

i.e. J (0) = j + t J (0) 
e . 0 p p • -------(48) 

Now 

J (0) .. , v B 2'ITr J
1

( e r) , 
e L es-,r- s 

S trS 

--------(49) 

and J. :=, V A 2'" r J
1 

( 9 r) • 
o L.. es~ s 

S b's 

-------(50) 

Substituting the results of equations (47), (49) and (50) into 

equation (40), we get 

so that 

B:=A +d. 'tBT ssp P 8 S 

BS := 1- 01. (S' T 
p p s 

A 
s 

It remains to substitute for Bs (and As) in the equation for the 

anode eleotron ourrent; 

i.e. J (d,r) = '" v B 2lfr J
1
(6 r) u e(A-us)d. 

e L eS-Q S s 
S s >: 

The final expression for the anode ourrent distribution then 

beoomes 

J (d,r) 
e 

(A -u )d r e s 

9; (1- 0( 1( T ) 
P P s 

--------(51) 



where 

u 

u 
B 

( ~-u -h )d 
u eBB s 

( ~ -h )2 _ u 2 
S B 

b :: wall radius, 

J (g b) = 0 t 
o s 

2 }t.2 _ 2 o(.~ = 

2 2 9 2 = u + a 

h 2 :: h
2 

+ Q 2 
s • s 

36. 

Each term in the series may be multiplied by 2J
l

( 9 a)/9 a to s 8 

allow for a finite radius (=a) cathode aperture as in the formulae 

for attachment and resonance radiation. 



CHAPTER 4. APPARATUS. 

4.1. ELECTRODE STRUCTURE. 

(a) Construction. 

The final apparatus, on which all the present results were taken, 

is shown in fig.l. The metal parts are of brass, exoept the steel 

anode springs, the oopper wiring, and the glow disoharge cathode which 

is of aluminium. The insulators are glass, PTFE and Perspex. The 

eleotrode struoture is mounted on three 12 mm. diameter glass rods: 

brass collars fitted with sorews keep the struoture rigid. The whole 

eleotrode assembly is oontained in a glass ohamber (fig.2.) fitted 

with 3/8 in. brass endplates. O-rings are fitted to the plates and 

the ends of the chamber are ground to make the jOints vaouum-tight. 

(b) Diffusion gap, 

The diffusion gap, of fixed length, oonsists of an6de (A,fi~.l), 

oathode (0) and guard rings (G) all made of brass. Thus the alectrons, 

atter entering this region, are presented with only one type of 

surfaoe so eliminating contact potential and other awkward effects. 

(i) Anode. 

The anode oonsistsof a central disk surrounded by three 

concentric rings, and an outer portion always kept at zero potential. 

These are mounted on a ~ in. thick PTFE base and retained in position 

by several 4BA screws for each ring. Each ring is separated by an 

air gap 0.25 mm. wide at the anode surfaoe. But the back of the 
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rings ohannel away to give a separation of about 2 Mm. at the PTFE 

sur'aoe. This increases the leakage resistance between the rings at 

the PTFE layer and also much lessens the chance that, when assembling, 

a small particle of dust, or suchlike, might alight in the air gap 

and reduce the resistance. The ring radii, to the centre of eaoh air 

gap and as measured by a travelling microscope, are 1,2,3, and 4 om., 

all aocurate to 0.001 om. The ourrents oolleoted by the rings are 

led out to the anode endplate by weak steel springs attached to the 

retaining sorews at the rear of the anode. 

(ii) Cathode. 

The cathode of the diffusion gap is made of }~ in. brass with a 

2 Mm. diameter pin-hole at its centre. 

A reoess on the rear surfaoe of 1/16 in. depth and 2 in. diameter 

is provided. The rear of the pin-hole is further reoessed so&at the 
• 

aotual final hole height is only about 0.5 mm.(oompared with 2 mm. 

diameter). Then the eleotrio field inside the pin-hole is not so 

muoh different from the fields either side of ~e oathode. The front 

surface of the oathode is preoision turned to a mirror finish making 

it as flat and regular as possible. 
, 

Originally a pin-hole diameter of 1 Mm. was used but oaloulation 

showed that the error involved in regarding a 2 Mm. diameter hole as 

a point souroe was negligible. The larger hole allows at least four 

times as muoh ourrent to pass as the smaller. This extra oonduotanoe 

was found to be neoessary at the higher pressures. 



(iii) Guard rings. 

Five thick brass rings (G,Fig.l), of internal diam~ter 10.3 cm. 

are used as guard rings to keep the electric field in ~e diffusion 

gap linear and eliminate outside effects. Originally conventional 

flat guard rings with 2 om. spacing were used, but after some time 

it became apparent that fue glass walls of the chamber external to the 

electrode structure were charging up suffioiently to dist~rt the 

field in ~e gap. An effeot attributed by Crompton~d Jory (1962) 

to surfaoe effeots at the anode was later attributed to the charging 

of glass spacers used to separate their conventional guard rings 

(Crompton, Elford and Gasooingne 1965). In the present apparatus, 

there was also a suspioion that some eleotrons, espeoially at low 

pressures,were reaohing the anode through the open guard ring struoture 

without passing through the pin-hole. Huxley and Zaazou (1949) oould 

be oritioised on this oount. 

The a.vantages of a thiok guard ring struoture are the virtually 

oomplete enolosure of the diffusion region with metal boundaries, and 

the greater mechanical strength and aoouraoy whioh give rise to a more 

linear eleotrio field infue gap. The main errors arising from the use 

of a non-linear field in swarm experiments are due to field errors in 

the radial direotion. Field errors in the lmngitudinal direction 

have less effeot (Crompton, Elford and Gascoigne 1965). In the 

present apparatus ohanges in guard ring voltages have no dramatio 

effeots on the observed current ratios, but it is not possible to 

estimate the effect of mdial distort ion. 

It may seem surprising that suoh a severe step-function wall I 
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boundary condition as suggested would be acceptable. But calculation 

shows that field distortion due to the non-linear wallrondition beoomes 

negligible at a small distanoe fro~the wall. The mathematics of this 

potential problem is given in the Appendix. At some points (near the 

walls) the series solution has been summed to 150 terms before 

attaining the required accuracy. Fig. 3 and Table " show the 

calculated voltage disturbances. 

In the present chamber, the voltage steps near the anode are 

made finer giving a more linear field where it is most necessary. 

Greater errors (though still small) are readily tolerated near the 

cathode where the electron stream hasn't diffused suffioiently to 

reach a region of significant field distDrtion. Fig. 4 shows the 

guard ring arrangement diagramatically. The bold line gives the 

theoretical wall condition with no spacers whilst the finer lin~s 

give the ideal condition and the condition when spacers are inoluded. 

The dotted line shows the vol~age deviations at some distanoe~om 

the walls. 

The guard ring widths are nominally 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5 cm. 

taken~om cathode to ~odc. The middle three values are lessened by 

1 mm. to allow for a I mm. gap between each ring. The outer two are 

only made 0.5 mm. less because they are in dlrect conta:ot with cathode 

and -anode. The spacers separating the rings are slightly less than 

1 mm. thick (0.9 mm.) and, when in position, the aotualgap length, 

as measured by travelling microscope, was found to be 5.96 em. 

Field distortion due to inoorrect spaoer thickness in oompletely 

negligible. 
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In a guard ring system where all the rings are of equal width 

the field linearity improves with increasing spaoer thickness, as 

may be seen by modifying fig.4 slightly. The results indicated in 

fig. 3 and Table 1 were oaloulated assuming zero spacer thiokness; 

so the field distorti~n in the present system will be about l~~ or 

20% less than indicated. 

(c) Equalising gaR. 

This is the region between C and D in fig.l. Its pur.pose is 

to provide a field to the rear of the pinhole equ~l to tha field in 
. 

the diffusion gap, allowing eleotrons to enter the diffusion gap with 

the oorrect enengy. The distance between C and D is 4 cm. with a 

guard ring mid-way. 

Compton (1923) has given an expression whioh gives an estimate 

of the distanoe travelled in an eleotric field by an eleotron with 

zero initial energy before it reaohes a certain fraction of its 

terminal equilibrium energy. The expression is 

d = 

where Ut = terminal 

E = electric 

~ = fraction 

d = dista.nce 

log f~ 1 
e l-Q J 

energy (electron ~lts), 

field strength (volts/cm. ), 

of equilibrium energy attained, 

travelled by electron from zero energy position. 

CaloulatiOns for d when Q is 90% are shown in fig.5. It is seen 

that with the present experimental conditions d is alwaJs less than 
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1 em. and making CD = 4 om. gives the electrons a~ple time to find 

their correct energy distribution 'before entering the diffusion gap. 

The electric field between C and D is variable between 0 and 30 

volts/em. Two glass cylinders, 10.8 em. diameter and 1 cm. height, 

serve to separate the plates C and D. The 8 holes in plate Dare 1 em. 

diameter on a 4 em. p.e.d. Negative ions which may be produced in 

the regions behind D and pass through these holes will not reach the 

pinhole in C because of their low diffusion. They will merely drift 

, 



through and be oolleoted by C. Originally a short negative ion gap 

was provided behind the control gap to~op any negative ions leaving 

the glow disoharge. A small reverse field was intended to oapture 

the low energy ions and allow most of the higher energy eleotrons to 

pass through. 'I'his was found to attenuate the electron 0 urrent too 
Ito" 

muoh and the off-oentre holes in D were included to ~ the negative 

ions. Even so, in nitrogen and hydrogen these ions were only found 

to be present when the gas sample was impure or the eleotrodes 

relatively dirty. 

(d) Control gap. 

The oontrol gap, DF, controls the electron current passing into 

the dif~usion gap. The plates D and F are separated by another glass 

oylinder 10.8 om. diameter and 3 om. high. The plate F has a 4 om. 

diameter hole with fine (28 SWG) wire threaded through 20 small holes 

around its p.rimete~. This gives an open structure for low eleotron 

attenuation but is suffioient to prevent the glow disoharge extending 

into the oontrol ga~ at ~e higher pressures when as muoh ourrent as 

possible is needed. Continuously ~iable fields between ~ 40 voltsl 

om. are available using a potentiometer arrangement and reversing 

switoh (fig.6). ~he strongest reverse field is sufficip.nt to stop 

&11 eleotrons from the glow disoharge souroe from passing into the 

equalising and diflusion gaps at all pressures but the lowest. 

Current out-off is in this way oonveniently gained for zeroing the 

ourrent measuring units. At the lowest pressures the field in the 

equalising gai; is also made zero or the glow disoharge switched off 
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altogether. Also at ~e lowest pressures, the amount of eleotron 

ourrent allowed through is very sensitive with the oontrol gap field 

and for this reason a fine voltage oontrol potentiomet~!r was fitted. 

(e) Glow disoharge. 

The glow discharge is contained in be region between eleotrodes 

F and H in fig.l. The glow oathode H is made of aluminium. Brass 

and oopper have also been tried but aluminium gives the most stabl"e 

disoharge. A nylon sorew threaded into the oentre knob holds the 

oathode to the Perspex (for ease of drilling) backing plate. At low 

pressures the glow disoharge fills the whole region between F and H, 

but at high pressures (> 1 mm. Hg.) it beoomes oontracted md the knob 

was fit~ed to keep it near the centre. A gl.l.ss oylinder 9 cm. diaftlf!ter 

oompletely surrounds the glow disoharge preventing stray eleotrons 

from reaohing the anode leads at ~e other end of the chamber. The 

other oylinders separating the plates C, D and F and the guard rings 

G also prevent stray ourrents from affeoting results. The high 

tension lead to the plate H is surrounded by glass tubing,thus 

preventing a glow discharge from forming between this lead and the 

other electrode leads, whioh are left unoovered. 

4.2. DISCHARGE CHAMBER AND VACUUM SYSTEM. 

The eleotrode structure is enolosdd in a °6'in. internal diameter 

glass oylinder with ground glass end surfaoes (fig.2). Two brass 

discs, 8;i in. diameter ani 7/16 in. thick, fitted with O-ring grooves 



make the end-plates. Glass lead-throughs (AEI-type 2201 5/109) are 

fitted into these plates to carry the electric currents to and from 

the electrodes. The anode currents are Qken out through weak steel 

springs: a retaining ohain to the other and.plate holds these in 

tension. Some method suoh as this must be used when leads are taken 

out through both end_plates. Taking leads only from the anode of the 

diffusion gap out through one plate means that a minimum of oompl~oated 

preoautions have to be taken to prevent stray currents reaohing these 

leads; they themselves carrying minute currents (_lO·lOamps.). 

Leads to all other eleotrodes are taken to the other end-plate 

through glass tubes (2 rom.bore) serving to insulate the leads from 

the other eleotrodes they pass through. The oopper wire is coiled in 

the region behind the glow cathode to faoilitate manoeuvering the 

end-plate after soldering to the lead-throughs. 

The copper piping, oonneoted to the chamber through 1 in. 

Heusekeeper seals and Edwards' unions, is made as large a diameter 
~ 

as is practical, 1 in., to keep pumping speeds high. A minimum amount 

of vaouum rubber tubing is used. 

Two evaouating pumps in series are inoluded; an oil diffusion 

pump (Speedivac-type 203 B-no. 26.139) and a rotary pump (Metrovao -

type DRI-K-no. 26.88). The former is only used for initial pumping, 

after, say, the ohamber has been opened for eleotrode alterations and 

water vapour must be pumped away. Although the diffusion pump is 

left in position, the rotarJ pump is adequate at other times, as 

.hown below. 

! 
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Gas supply to the ohamber is from a oommercial high pressure 

oylinder through a multi-stage regulator (set at 10 psig oonstant 

output) and a fine-oontrol neeile valve (Edwards-type LB2A). As the 

gas enters it is also being pumped away by the rotary pump and 

equilibrium is established at an internal pressure determined by the 

needle valve setting. The gas inlet is near the gas outlet (fig.2) 

so the gas enters the glass ohamber and MoLeod gauge by a baok.diffusion 

prooess. Apart from oonvenience of oonstruotion, it was felt that 

this method was the least likely to establish pressure gradients 

within the apparatus. 

The oo'ld traps were surrounded by liquid nitrogen when investigatin~! 

nitrogen and hydrogen, and by a mixture of solid oarbon dioxide and 

acetone for oxygen. 

The impurity level in the oham~er may be oaloulated as follows. 

Suppose; 

Q
o 

= pumping rate, 

~ = input rate, 

and Q
L 

= leak rate. 

Then, Q
o 

= ~ + ~ , and impuri ty level = QL/~ ~ 'tL/Qo• 

and Q • A dpo 
o Cit 

where A is a oonstant. dPL is found by measuring the rate of pressure 
dt 

increase in the closed system (=L micronsJhr.), and dpo by measuring 
dt 

the rate of increase of ohamber pressure when the pumps are switched 

, otf Experimental measurement of dpo proves it to be proportional to 
f \ • Cit I 



pressure, yielding the relation 

impurity level ~ 5 X 10-3 L/p 

where p is in miorons, and L in miorons/hr. 

A leak rate of 1.3 miorons/hour has been obtained in the present ' 

apparatus, and remained oonsistently for the greater part of the 

experiments reoorded. This gives an impurity level of about 35 p.p.m. 

,at 200 miorons, and 3.5 p.p.m. at 2 mm.Bg. The worst leak rate at 

whioh results have been naken is 4 miorons/bour and the above impurity 

levels are then trebled. 

The gases used are all from gas oylinders provided by the British 

Oxygen Co. The hydrogen is highest oylinder grade (100 p.p.m. 

impurity), the nitrogen is the 'oxy-free' grade (100 p.p.m.) and the 

oxygen used was the normal (5000 p.p.m.) grade. The largest souroe 

of impurity is therefore from the gas sample and not:fl'om apparatus 

leaks and out-gassing. Swarm experiments for measuring D~ values 

are not as sensitive to impurities as some other experiments in gas 

disoharge work, so it was felt that the above purities were adequate 

(Crompton, Elford and Gasooigne 1965). 

4.3. ELECTRODE CIRCUITRY. 

A general circuit diagram is shown in fig.6. 

(a) Power sources. -
A 500 volt power paok (A.P.T.--Mode1 509--no. 11.92) is used for 
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the diffusion gap. The gap voltage under operation is limited to 

150 vol~s to prevent significant secondary ionization although 200 

volts has been used at isolated times. Potentials for the guard 

rings are taken from a resistance chain made of two 10KlL and two 

5K!t resistors as shown. These were nominally accurate to lh but 

actual voltage measurements showed that the field on the axis of the 

diffusion gap was not in error by more than 0.5% from uniformity at 

any point. 

120 volt dry batteries and potentiometers are used to oontrol 

the fields in the equalising and control gaps. 

Two interchangeable power packs with floating outputs are used 

to~ive the glow discharge, 

(i) A Dynatron 4KV unit (Type P200A--no.ll.94). This provides 

a stabilised output current of up .to lmA, and was used with a series 

resistance of 2MJL(2 watts), 

(ii) A simple 2kV power pack shown in fig.7. This provides an 

unstabilised output current of up to 20mA through a series resistance 

of 82X~(20 w~t\s). 
-, 

It was found neoessary to use these larger 

ourrents at high pressures in order to have suffioient electrons 

enter the diffusion gap. 

(b) Meters. 

The diffusion gap voltage( is measured on an aocurate multi-range 

voltmeter (no.3.S.ll8} of impedanoe 200~/volt. This w~B.ohecked 

against a sub-standard meter and raadings were found to be aoourate 

to 0.4% at 25 volts (the lowest gap voltage used~ and better than 



0.1% at 150 volts. 

A Weston voltmeter (0-150 volts) is used for the equalising gap 

and a Sangamo-Weston multimeter (no. 6.45) for measuring the glow 

disoharge current. This- is placed in the lead to ~e anode of ~~e 

discharge for insulation reasons. 

(0) Cathode ray oscilloscope. 

A oathode ray osoilloscope (Cossor 1076--no.10.78) is oonnec-ted, 

as shown in Fig.6, to determine glow disoharge stability. The glow 

ourrent, under oertain conditions, was found to cs6illate at a frequenoy 

of the order of 10 ko/s. Generally, the amplitude of~e osoillations 

was found to be a function of glow disoharge ourrent and the frequenoy 

to be very sensitive to Z~s pressure. There is evidenoe to suggest 

that these observed oscillations are due to standing waves ooourring 

in the discharge. These waves may 'also be the~use of positive oolumn 

striations in glow discharges in long narrow tubes (Labrum and Bigg 

1952). 

The osoillation phenomenon has been used on a number of oooasions 

as the basis for a leak-deteotion devioe. The voltage generated at 

the CRO input is fed into an audio amplifier and loudspeaker,giving 

a Whistle output. External application of a gas or vapour, such as 

coal gas, hydrogen, or oarbon tetraohloride, to a leak source results 

in a nofioeable ohungein pitch of the whistle. The teohnique is only 

of use for large leaks in the present apparatus, because pressures 

lower than about 0.08 mm. will not support an oscillating glow 

disoharge. 
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4.4. PRESSURE MEASUREMENT. 

A MoLeod gauge (fig.8) oonstruoted in this Department is used 

to measure pressure. 

The gauge is divided into two pressure regions; one (including 

bulb A) at ohamber pressure and the other, B, at a pressure varying 

from virtually zero to atmospheric pressure. These regions are 

separated by the meroury pool and the tap Tl t whioh is normally 

closed. In the diagram the pressures in A and B are approximately 

equal as shown by the equal levels of meroury. 

Readings are taken by opening the needle valve, Vl, thus 

allowing air from the atmosphere to pass into B through the two-way 

tap, T2. The meroury then rises into regions A,C,D, and E at a speed 

governed by the needle valve setting, trapping the chamber gas in A 

and D. The inequality of the heights of meroury in the capillary 

tubes D and E, due to the excess pressure in D of the oompressed 

chamber gas, is a measure of the original ohamber pressure. Ca~e 

must be t~en not to raise the meroury too fast to the neck of A(where 

the gus cut-off occurs) otherwise the pressures in A and C will not 

be equal and the resulting pressure read~ng will be too high. V2 is 

a valve to regulate the rate at whioh meroury returns 
to the reservoir. A oold trap prevents meroury vapour reaching the 

chamber and tap Tl may be opened in an emergency to equalise the 

pressures in A and B. The tubes D and E are placed olose together to 

facilitate height measurements. The maximum obtainable differenoe 

in mercury level is conveniently made greater than 76 om. to prevent 
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possible overflow at the top of the gauge. 

(b) Calibration. 

The total volume, V, of A and D was measured by filling with 

mercury up to the trapping point and weighing this mass. The bore 

of the special capillary tube D is 1 mm. + - 0.01 mm. The tube E also 

has a nominal bore of 1 mm. to eliminate the surface tension 

oapillary effects. 

Let x = length of chamber gas trapped in D (om. ) , 

h = differenoe in height of columns in D and E (om. ) 

= pressure of trapped gas (cm.Rg.), 

V. total volume of A and D to trapping point 3 = (om. ) , 

and d = oapillary tube diameter (om.). 

Then the ohamber pressure, p, assuming Boyle's Law to hold, 

is given by 

h 
p = volume compression ratio 

= om.Rg. = Khx mm.Rg. 

where K is the gauge oonstant. K was found to be 1.273 X 10-3 at 

20oC., with negligible temperature oorreotion for: 50 C. 

Thus, p = 1.273 hx miorons. 

The absolute error of the gauge at a pressure of 0.5 rom.Rg. 

was estimated to be less than 2%. Most of this is an initial 

systematio error in finding K. The random error in reading hand 

x is considered to be only about 0.5%. The maximum pressure 



meaeureable is 2 mm.Hg~, and the gauge will aleo give sensible 

readings around 1 micron. 

In a perfect gas, the quantity hx should remain constant for 

different values of h if the mass of gas in A. and D remains the same. 

Experiment proves this so. Variations in the produot of less than 

0.5~ were consistently observed over a wide variation of h (a faotor 

of 2 and more). If any oondensible vapours not obeying Boyle's Law 

(suoh as water vapour) are present in the chamber this produot oeases 

to be oonstant, thus affording a useful oheck for gas purity. 

4.5. CURRENT MEASURE~~NT. 

(a) Electrometer amplifier. 

The anode currents involved in these experiments are of the 

-10 order of 10 amps. They are measured simultaneously using two 

eleotrometer amplifiers. The detailed amplifier oircuit diagram 

is shown in fig.9. The mode of operation may be shown by referring 

to the sohematio diagram (fig.10). 

The oircuit equations are 

V. :I iR + IR l. x Z 

and QVl.' = I(R + R ) , y z 

assuming the souroe impedanoe and the amplifier input impedanoe 

both to be infinitely large. Q is the voltage amplifioation faotor 

of the 4.0. amplifier. 
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Thus, I = 
iR x 

(R -R /Q - R /Q) z y z 
• 

Q is approximately 4000 and the equation reduces to 

I = -iR /R x z for R ::> 100...n... • 
z 
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Thus the output ourrent (and hence the voltage at T) is proportional 

to the voltage drop across the high resistance, R , and inversely x 

proportional to the feedback resistanoe, R • z 

When the circuit is earthed at point B, it ~a¥ be seen that the 

input terminal is a virtual earth. This is naeessary in the present 

experiments as it avoids field distortion at the receiving eleotrode 

and eliminates large time oonstants by reducing the effective input 

oapaoitance to near zero. 

Speoial anti-microphonic oo-axial oables feed the electrometer 

amplifiers. Conventional co-axial cable was found to affect the 

amplifiers, currents being induced in the cable by vibrations. 

Apparently this is due to friction between the oentre oonductor and 

the surrounding insulator. 

'temperature instabilities, etc., are disoussed by Leek and 

Austin (1960), 

(b) Ratio measurement. 

Beoause of instabilities, drift, and meter errors, it is 

diffioult to measure two currents on two amplifiers independently 

and obtain an accurate ratio. To overoome this diffioulty a method 

was devised whereby the ratio is read oontinuously. The arrangement 



ia shown in fig.ll. One of the electrometers (};l.l) has ita fixed 

feetback chain replaced by an external high-preolision deoade 

resistanoe box (total resistanoe of lOKJl). Jaok-plugs and sookets 

let into the amplifier unit faoilitate the substitution. The other 

amplifier (El.2.) operates normally having a fixed feedbaok resistanoe 

of lOKJl.. 

Suppose the ourrents i l and i2 in fig.ll. are unequal and it is 

desired to find their ratio. The oirouit equations may be written 

and 

r
l 

may be varied by altering the decade box setting, and Vl made 

equal to V
2 

as determined by the null-deteoting galvanometer 

arrangement. In this oase the equations reduce to 

(where f is oonstant). 

The resistanoes Rl and R2 have been measured separately on a 

h1gb resistanoe bridge every few months to make sure no ohanges in 

their resistanoes oocur. An example of the results obtained is 

given below. 

Date ~ ~ f =* Rl /R2 - -
January, 1964. 0.9469 X 1010n. 0.9758 )( 1010 .n. 0.970 

Maroh, 1965. 0.9478 X 1010J'}. 0.9747 X 1010.n. 0.973 

TheBe show the ratio to be almost oonstant over long periods of time. 
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In all the calculations assooiated with these experiments f has been 

taken to be 0.970. 

~he ratio R is read direotly from the decade resistance box 

under balanoed oonditions. The constant ratio f is incorporated 

into all the oalculations associated with diffusion; giving values 

of R directly in terms of the gas and ohamber parameters. If 

i
l
/i

2
> 1 (or 1.03 to be exact) the input leads must be reversed, 

beoause R ~l for the system to function. A resistanoe of about 100KJL 

between the two amplifiers prevents interaction. 

By this method, current ratios are measured very much more 

quickly and simply, all the errors assooiated~th meter reading and 

current instabilities being eliminated. 

(c) Current switohing. 

Only two electrometer ,.mplifiers are available to measure the 

three current r~tivs in the present experiments, so a multirange 

switch must be used. 'The switoh is ot the oonventional Yaxley type 

speoially oonstruoted with PTFE wafers to keep the leakage resistances 

high. The anode electron currents pass through the multirange switoh 

to the two co-axial cables carrying them to the electrometer 

amplifiers. 

The region between the anode and end-plate is surrounded by 

earthed. oopper foil external to the glass chamber. Piok-up between 
, 

collecti.n and measurement is thus eliminated by enolosing the 

whole region with metal at zero petential. 

The aultirange s.itoh has four positions. The first three 
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positions direot the ourrents ~l and i 2 , i, and i 2 , i4 and i, 

respeotively to the two eleotrometer amplifiers. The ratios i l /i2
, 

i,/i2 , i 4/i, , rather than their reoiprooals, are those whioh remain 

at less than unity over the widest range of experiment parameters. 

The fourth position oonneots no electrode to either eleotrometer 

amplifier and may be used for zeroing the units. 



CHAPTER 5. OPERATION AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT. 

5.1. PROCEDURE. 

(a) Gas Pressure. 

Gas pressure is set by adjusting the needle valve to an appropriate 

position, equilibrium being established between inflow and outflow 

ot gas. Partioular pressures oannot be set but the aotual pressure 

set is measured aoourately with the McLeod gauge (Seotion 4.4). At 

least three re~dings are taken at each pressure. 

(b) Temperature. 

Room tem~erature is taken after each presSQre reading. Tbe 

tbermometer is situated olose to ~he MoLeod gauge. and the temperature 

inside the diffusion gap taken to be equal to room temperature. 

Justifioation for this assumption is experimental. No variations in 

ratios with temperature were ever witnessed. ~po.8ibl. source of 

error would have been heating of the gas by the glow disoharge, but, 

although pressure rises in the olosed system when a strong (~10mA) 

glow disoharge is switched on, in the open system (baok-difiusion) 

there is no ohange in pressure or in ourrent ratios. The heat 

developed by the glow discharge must be absorbed into the parts of 

the eleotrode struoture around the glow disoharge and between glow 

and diffusion gap oathode. 

(0) Glow disc.1f,rge. 

'At low pressures a glow ourrent, i , of about 'OO}4A is 8u£fioient g 



but at high pres.urea near 2 mm.B8. currente 01 about lamA must be 

used to have enough ourrent pas. through the pinhole. Inoreasing 

the pinhole diameter trom 1 mm. to 2 Mm. increased this tran.~ission 

by a faotor between 5 and lO,enabling lower glow ourrents to be used; 

Osoillations in the disoharge are also ohecked for with a eRO. It 

present, they are removed by adjusting the current, although tbe 

ettect at quite large a.c. signals on the eleotrometer amplifiers 

is small. 

(d) Measurement Erooedure. 

When the eleotrometer amplifiers are zeroed, the diffusion gap 

voltage, V
l

, is eet at a value and the control gap voltage, V" and 

ig adjusted to give reasonable diffusion gap ourrent. In general, 

when a ratio of two currents is being measured, the one oolleoting 

the larger ourrent is allowed to reoeive 2 X 10.10 A. 

In principle the equalising gap voltage V2 should obey the 

relation 

but in praotice unequal fields were found to have little or no effeot 

on the current ratios, and V2 was ~ften used to adjust the pinhole 

ourrent •• The ourrents and three ratios are measured as desoribed in 

Seotion 4.5. 

Up to 15 aeparate values of V1 are taken at eaoh pressure,and 

three independent ourrent ratios reoorded at eaoh voltaae. Values 

of V
1 

'are limited to the range of 2' to 145 volts in general. to 



p~event the effects of contaot potentials and seoond<~y ionization 

by positive ions and photons beooming important. The values of Vl 

in this range at a pa~ticular pressure are ohosen in a random manner. 

This prevents any human errors forming. 

(e) Anaiysis of ourrent ratios. 

The dimensions of the diffusion region have been measured'with 

a travelling miorosoope and found to be: gap length = 5.960 om., 

ring radii a 1.000, 2.000. ,.000, 4.000 om., guard ring radius = 

5.150 om. and oathode aperture radius = 0.10 om. 

These dimensions are fed into a general computer program 

(28.TOWNS"Appendix) of Townsend's solution of the diffusion equation. 

Table 2 shows a sample output of this program giving three ourrent 

ratios for eaoh value of A. Extensive oalculations have been made 

with the aid of this program to determine the effeot on results of 

varying guard ring radius and oathode aperture radius. 

It is to be expeoted from physioal oonsiderations, that guard 

rines olose to the~buter .~ea8uring annulus .ill have the greatest 

effect on this annulus and hence on ~e ratio R,. This is oonfirmed 

by oomparing p~ogram outputs for b = 5 and b = 4.5 as shown in fig.12. 

In this diagram curves are not shown for the changes in ~ due to the 

wall effects on ~, beoause the change is undetectable for A~ 1 

(when current ratios are output to only' signifioant figures). Also, 

a comparisen with another set of results for b = 15.0 (i.e. a large 

d18tance~om the diffusion gap axis) shows that a ohangein ourrent 

ratio. of 0.001, when b = 5.150 as in the present apparatus, ooours 



Input 

a :: 0.100 :: oathode aperture radius. 

b :: 5.150 :: guard ring radius. 

11 , 12, 13 , 14 :: 1.000, 2.000, 3.000, 4.000 :: ring radii. 

d :: 5.960 = gap length. 

A = 1. 0, B = o. 5 t C = 7. 01 (). s t e ps ) • 

f :: 0.970 = electrometer resistanoe factor. 

Oui1~ut 

A R1 = i1/i2 R2 = i2/i3 R, :: 1,/i4 Terms of 

1.00 404 898 -704 6 

1.50 435 -915 -595 6 

2.00 469 -791 -490 7 

2.50 506 -683 -399 7 

3.00 545 -590 -325 8 

3.50 587 -511 -264 8 

4.00 631 -443 -215 9 

4.50 678 -385 -175 9 

5.00 728 -334 ... 143 9 

5.50 781 -291 -117 10 

6.00 837 -254 -96 10 

6.50 896 -222 -78 10 

7.00 958 -194 -64 10 

60. 

series 

Table 2. Sample input and output of program l8.TOWNS. Eaqh ratio 

is multiplied by 1000 to eliminate deoima1 points, andfby 

the electrometer faotor 0.970. Negative signa=invQrse ratioe. 
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for ~l:: 0.8, X 2 :: 1.2 and ~:: 2.1. That iS t the walls have 

greatest effeot on R,. 
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The effeot of ino"reasing the size of the oath ode aperture is 

also indicated in fig.12, where ourves are drawn giving errors in A 
for radii of 3mm. and 5mm. The effeot on Alt A2t ~ (the h 
values derived from Rl , R2, R,) inoreases as the value of A inoreases. 

This is to be expeoted because the less divergent the eleotron stream 

(i.e. the larger its A value) the more is the source size likely 

to affect the distribution at the anode. Th.e greatest effeot, at 

a particular A, is generally on the current ratio Rl , the large 

diameter source having the greater effeot on the current reaching 

the central disc. The errors in A due to a source hole of diameter 

0.1 cm. are not shown in fig.12: the X. values obtained with a 0.01 

diameter hole being negligibly different when measured current ratios 

are considered to be aocurate to 0.001 only. A ohange in ratio Rl 

of 0.002 was indicated at A values above 6,but the percentage error 

of less than 0.4% is oonsidered negligible. 

To determine A values from ourrent ratios in the present 

experiments an output from program 28.TOWNS was printed in A steps 

at 0.1 (5 times finer t.han that of Table 2), for a :: 0.10 end b :: 5.15. 

Another oomputer program giving X v.R tables~om Huxley's solution 

has been written and oould have been used beoause the effects of 

oathode aperture and guard rings (for ~""7- 2) are negligible. Both 

programs give virtually identical sets of tables for ~'?- 2: 'the 

program of Townsendts solution is used simply beoause it is avail.ble 
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on magnetic tape and is relati,vely fast. 

A third program has been written which takes current ratios u 

input and outputs the !)orresponding ~ values. Huxley's solution 

is used and the method of caloulation involves the use of iteration 

procedures. 

However t it was generally found to be more ef.t"icient to, output 

a straightforward A v.R table in fine >. stepa. ~ values are 

then reat otf this .ble from the measured current ratios, inter

polating linearly to give values of A accurate to 0.01. 

5.2. DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED. 

(a) Negative ions. 

If negative ions are formed then there is a possibility that 

they may enter the diffusion gap and affect the results. They have 

masses of the same order as the gas molecules ~nd have near-thermal 

energies. This means that they will diffuse little and, if formed 

behind the diffusion gap cathode, will all be oolleoted by the oentre 

ring. Effeotively, they upset only the ratio measured on the centre 

two rings. Their presenoe is then readily deteoted by observing a 

~ 1 inoonsistent with A 2 and ~,. Also the number of negative ions 

reaohing the pinhole is a function of V2 , V, and igt so R1 will not 

remain oonstant when these parameters are varied. 

It is known that electrons do not attach Significantly ,to 

nitrogen or hydrogen moleoules, so if negative ions are formed ( 

there must b.e impurities present. In oxygen, electrons attaoh freely 
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and theory oannot allow for negative ions formed behind the pinhole. 

These are oolleoted by the oentre ring making the inner ratio useless 

for obtaining D~ values. 

The cure is to make the holes in plate D (fig.l) in a oircle 

around the centre. Any negative ions passing through these holes 

are collected .y the diffusion ga.fJ oathode" This does not help in 

the oxygen case because a signifioant number of negative ions are 

formed in the equalising gap. 

(b) Photons. 

The early testing experiments in the present apparatus were 

made in nitrogen whioh is strongly photon producing. Currents were 

observed at ~e anode on initiating the glow disoharge and, although 

these were small (~IO-llA) and oould have been compensated for.it 

was decided to eliminate them. Their magnitude was apfroximately 

proportional to the glOW current, ig' but unaffeoted by gap Voltages 

V
2 

or v,. A larger V1 wouldinorease them slightly but, if Vl was 

reversed, large positive ourrents were registered. 

These observations point to the existenoe of photons or meta-

stable atoms. They are not affeoted by electric fields, except in 

the diffusion gap. Photons produced Dn the discharge passed direotly 

through to the pinhole and liberated e1eotrons there,to be ~11eoted 

at the anode. The large currents resulting from reversal of VI were 

due to photons passing directly through the pinhole, striking the 

anode and liberating e1eotrons there,to be oolleoted at the oathode. 
( 

The experimental teohnique desoribed in (a) also solved this 
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problem. The hole positions in plates D and r were so adjusted that 

no direct line could be made from any point in the glow discharge 

region (FR) to any point in the diffusion gap. The spurious currents 

were then completely eliminated. 

(c) Charging of glass walls. 

The early method of using oonventional flat guard rings separated 

by glass spacers allowed glass surfaces to be visible to the electron 

swarm. It was noticed that current ratios were altering with t1me. 

The use of a thick guard ring struoture oompletely eradioated ~his 

source of error. 

(d) Leakage resistanoes. 

It is essential that leakage resistances from the current pat~ 

between anode oollector and electrometer valve input should be greater 

than about 5 X lo12~. Low leakage resistanoes will give erroneous 

measures of current. The resistances are especially liable to be 

low just atter dismantling and oleaning when, for example, there 

might be a thin film of solvent over the gla8s surface of the lead-

through •• 

The measurement of these resistanoes is carried out Simply, using 

one electrometer amplifier unit and the diffusion gap power pack. 

The oircuit is shown lin fig. l}. All rings not under test are short 

circuited to the screening can, whioh itself is connected to the 

power paok output. The ring under test is oonnected directly to the • 
eleotrometer amplifier input. When the applied voltage V is increased 

810wly a small current flows through the leakage resistanoe, RL, and 
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is reoorded as a voltage drop across the amplifier resistance, R • 
a 

If v is the potential drop across Ra then the leakage resistanc~ 

V is given by RL = v Ra t since RL» Ra normally. Typical values 

give RL = 100 )C. 10
10 = 101~. No results were taken in the present .' o:er 

apparatus whilst any leakage resistance was less than 5 XI013~. 

The leakage resistanoes measured in the above manner do not include 

the resistances of the anti-micro phonic input oable and the remaining 

current path to the g-r"id of the eleotrometer valve. This total was 

measured separately and was found to be greater than lol~. 

( 
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5.3. RUNNING CHECKS. 

The various experimental oheo~ made whilst taking results to 

ensure oorreot operating oonditions are listed below. 

(a) Current ratios may be measured over a time interval of a few 

minutes oooasionally, to make sure there is no steady drift. 

(0) The ourrent ratios should be independent of the magnitude of 

the currents to each ring. Spaoe charge effects should be absent at 

ourrants smaller thaA lO-9A• The ratio oonstanoy may be observed as 

the current is raised from zero to its maximum value, and any ohange 

indioates the presenoe of unwanted effeots. 

(e) Ratios should be independ'ent of the parameters V3 and i
g

, 

whioh may be varied together to give the same anode ourren.t. Also 

it has been experimentally found that ratios are generally independeut 

of ';'2' 

(do) General.ly, three ourrent ratiOS are measured for each partic\l~a~ 

combina~ion of field and pressure. Eaoh ratio yields a oorresponding 

value for h. In the absenoe of effeots suoh as attaohment or 

seoondary ionization, the three X values should be equal. Their 

agreement, or otherwise, provides a useful guide to oorreot operatio:l~ 

(e) It haa been found empirioally under the best operating 

oonditions, that ~he removal of oold traps during operation affeots 

n~ither the pressure reading nor the observed ourrent ratios. The' 

meroury vapour pressure at room temperature of 1 mioron is apparentls 



not high enough to affeot the eleotron swarm. A ohange in current 

ratios would indioate the presenoe in the cold traps of impurities 

whioh should be removed by a period of pumping. 

(f) An aocurate value for the ratio of eleotrometer ~plifier 

resistanoes has been found using a speoial high-resistanoe ele~trometer 

bridge , and found to be 0.970. In praotioe the smaller ourrent when 

measuring a ratio is passed through the smaller resistanoe. If the , . 

measured ourrent ratio, B!,is adjusted to be between 0.940 and unity, 

it may also be measured by reversing the leads~om the rings to the 

eleotrometer amplifiers. This gives a ratio R2• The eleotrometer 

resistanoe faotor t is then given by 

or more simply 

. The value of f thus obtained should be 0.970 and in praotioe 

never differed trom this figure by more than 0.003. 

I 



CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

6.1. HYDROGEN. 

The present results in hydrogen are shown in figs.14 and 15. 

It may be seen that the values of D~ are funotions of E/p only, 

i.e. they show no pressure dependenoy. The ranges of E/p oo~ered 

at eaoh pressure are indioated. 

68. 

At eaoh oombination of field and pressure, 3 ourrent ratios 

are measured, ~, R2 , and R3, whioh yield the three values, Al , ~.2t 

and ~3. In general these values are in good agreement with ea9h 

other (theoretioally, they should be all the same). The mean 

deviation in the three values is always less than 3/6 of their mean 

in the results used. The deviations appear to be random and the 
.2 I ~ 

value (or m',Jre striotly the value of u = (A -2 oeX ) ) used in 

oaloulating D/f' is taken as the mean of ~l' >.. 2 and ~ 3' 

The effect of primary ionization (ol) in the gas must be oorreoted 

for when extending the results to high E/po. Equation (12) gives 

nI}L as 

D1« 

That i3, 

D~ = E/2 ~ = 
1 + 

where u = ( ~2 _ 2 Qt.)..)" • 

E/2u 

E/2u. ( ~ -u)/p 
Elp 

• I 
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It may be seen that the above expression is a funotion of E/p 

only. The effect of .applying this :i)rmula is seen in fig.l6, where 

the ( ~ -u)/p values used are those of Rose (l956): the effect of~ ~ 

become. significant for E/p >" 27. o 
-

The results are compared with those of other workers in fig.l' 

and Table 3. The present corrected values for D~ agree qUite well 

at E/po.c. 70 with those of Townsend and Bailey (1921) and Crompton, 

Liley, McIntosh and Hurst (1965), but they are oonsistently smaller 

than those of Lawson and Lucas' first set (196,5a). It is believed 

that secondary ionization at the oathode (C!) in the latter set is 

responsible for the discrepancy. Lawson and Lucas (196;b) have since 

allowed for r. and their D~ values fall below the present values 

for E/p ~ 70, although at 60 and 70 the agreement is good. 
a 

Secondary ionization has not been allowed for in the present results. 

This may account for the discrepancies with be results of Lawson and 

Lucas (1965b) for E/po ~ 70. 

In TaDle ~re shown parameters relating to oollisions between 

electrons and hydrogen moleoules. The root mean square eleotron 

velooity 0 , electron mean free path L, and mean fractional energy 

:!.ost by an el'ictron in a collision have been calculated (see Section 

2.4.) from the present experimental_lues for D~ and the drift 

velocity measurements of Townsend (1948). 
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!bo TB T OS HC OF CJ LLa Pr C~ LLb 

1 .213 .221 .213 .215 .247 .224 

2 .360 .341 .345 .372 .358 

J ."6 .456 .477 .462 

4- .543 .566 .552 

.5 .608 .630 ' .620 .617 .651 .631 0.67 

10 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.0, 1.03 

15 1.46 1.58 1'48 ...:.-. 1.49 
20 1.84 1.84 1.86 2.00 1.90 1.92 -
30 2.48 2.62 2.48 2.46 -
40 2.95 3.05 3.09 2.89 2.85 

50 3.32 3.55 3.46 3.23 3.17 -
60 3.79 ~·26 3.49 3.57 
70 4.12 3.8, 3.81 3.86 
80 4.39 4.18 4.07 -
90 4.65 4.46 - 4.20 

100 4.93 4.7.3 4 . .38 

110 ,.00 4.56 

120 5. 2l 4.71 

200 5.78 

250 6.18 

300 6.58 

350 7.19 

TB = Townsend and Bailey(1921) T = Townsend(1948) 

CS = Crompton and Sutton(1952) HC = Huxley and Crompton(1955) 

OF = Cochran and Forester(1962) CJ = Crompton and Jory(1962) 

LLa = Lawson and Lucas(1965a) Pr = Present results 

ClJ1H = Cro~pton, Liley, McIntosh and Hurst(1965) 

LLb = Lawson I.Ild Luoas (1965b) 

70. 

Table 3. Comparison of D/r values in hydrogen. (~he results have 

all been presented to 3 significant figures although in some cases 
I 

thie degree of accuracy ia greater than indioated). D/~ involta. 
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~/po D/ ... -0 W L t 

(volta/oal_.Rg) (volte) ( )II( 1060m/seo ) ()' 1060m/seo) ( )(10·20m) ()(. 10.4) 

50 '.2' 1'0 19.5 3~09 S30 

40 2.89 123 14.5 2.72 )29 
30 2.48 114 10.0 2.'2 182 

20 1 .. 90 100 6.5 1.98 8S 

10 1.03 75 ).6 1.61 57 , 0 .. 67 59 2.4 1..7' J9 

Table 4.,.. Quantities determine4 from D/r .,alue. in hydrogen. 

Drift .,elooity .,alue8,. W, are taken from Town.end (1948). 

A Maxwellian distribution 1s assumed. formulae ate Ci.ea 

in Section 2.4. 

, 



73. 
d = 5.96 cm. b1, bZ' b}, b4 = 1, Zt }, 4 om. f = 0.970. NZ' 
wall radius = 5.15 cm. p=O.588 mm.Hg. T=22.4°C. po=0.543 mm.Hg. 

V1 ~ RZ R} Al ~2 ~ (D/ ).4.)12 E/p 3 0 

145 .718 .348 .143 5.19 5.12 5.23 2.26 42.7 

60 .571 .539 .266 3.52 3.51 3.66 1.37 17.7 

15 .409 -.911 .687 1.20 1.15 1.17 1.02 4.4 

100 .678 .383 .163 4.76 4.76 4.90 1.68 29.4 

35 .479 .769 .446 2.29 2.23 2.36 1.24 10.3 

50 .534 .620 .325 3.04 3.00 3.17 1.33 14.7 

115 .699 .366 .153 4.99 4.93 5.W 1.86 33.9 

40 .497 .713 .399 2.54 2.50 2.65 1.27 11.8 

20 .426 .970 .621 1.48 1.39 1.48 1.12 5.9 

10 .394 -.852 .762 0.90 0.86 0.78 0.91 2.9 

130 .710 .355 .146 5.10 5.05 5.18 2.05 38.3 

70 .606 .480 .223 3.95 3.93 4.11 1.42 20.6 

45 .514 .665 .361 Z.78 2.75 2.89 1.30 13.2 

175 .737 .}31 .134 5.38 5.31 5.42 2.6z 51.5 

200 .752 .317 .126 5.53 5.47 5.58 2.91 58.9 

25 .442 .899 .558 1.13 1.67 1.78 1.18 7.4 

85 .651 .418 .183 4.47 4.44 4.61 1.53 25.0 

30 .459 .8}l .499 2.00 1.95 2.rtl 1.22 8.8 

Table 4. Sample set of data in nitrogen. (The negative signs 

indicate the reciprooa1 of normal ratio. Townsend's unmodified 

formula 1s used for converting ratiOS into ~ values. The mean of ., 

~l cd ~ 2 i. used to determine DIf'.' or E/2>' ). 
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E/p TB OS OF OE Pr 

0 

1 .515 .596 .610 

2 .736 .802 .790 

3 .862 .911 .886 .873 .:..2Q2. 

4 .990 .964 .954 ~ 

5 1.01 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.04 -
7 1.11i 

10 1.19 1.23 1.21 -
15 1.34 1.31 

20 1.45 1.45 1.42 -
30 1.76 1.73 -
40 2.11 

50 2.55 

60 2.97 

100 4.21 

Table 5. D~ values in nitr,ogen (eV) • 

TB = Townsend and Bailey (1921) 

CS = Crompton and Sutton (1952) 

OF = Cochran and Forester (1962) 

CE = Crompton and Elford (1963) 

Pr = Present mean values. 

• 



looked up in a R v. A table oomposed for a different gap length, 

they will yield three quite different values of A. It has been 
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shown however, using Townsend's formula, that the agreement between 

the three new A values oan still be within experimental errors for 

ohanges in gap length of about! 10%. Thus, a phenomenon whioh 

alters the effeotive gap length with ohanging pressure oould explain 

the pressure dependenoy. 

An attem~t has been made to attribute the pressure dependenoy 

to photon secondary effects. The theory is given in seotion 3.2. 

In order to explain the results a phenomenon must exist which will 

increase the D~ value at high pressures and/or decrease it at lower 

pressures. That is the A value should be decreased and increased 

respectively. Tables 6 and 7 show the effect of resonance radiation 

on observed ourrent ratios. Eaoh table applies at one value of E/p 
~~ 

onlY'. The values of d. t ol ,h and ¥p are ' ••• '.5.8.e t values p p 

(of. = Townsend's primary ionization ooefficient, cX.p = photon prim<:r1 ' 

ionization coeffioient. hp = photon absorption ooeffioient, 

¥ = photon secondary ionization ooeffioient). In order to keep 
p 

consist~nol as ~ is inoreased, pressure must be inoreased in 

proportion; and in oonsequenoe ~p' hp' and ¥p are also altered 

in proportion. The quoted values of the parameters are at 1 mm.Hg. 

The 'effective A' values shown are obtained by inserting the ratios 

ellown (which are already multiplied by the resistanoe faotor, 0.97) 

into the unmodified R v. A table (similar to that of Table 2). 

Tables 6 and ? show that as pressure (or A ) is inoreased the 
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).. Rl R2 R~ 
}.' 

1 
~f 

2 
~' 

3 

1.00 .404 -.900 .702 1.00 1.01 1.01 

2.00 .472 .778 .474 2.04- 2,05 2,08 

3.00 .548 .580 .307 3.03 3.05 3.07 

4.00 .626 .456 .235 3.93 3.89 3.78 

5.00 .711 .368 .207 4.82 4.65 4.09 

6.00 .809 .293 .172 5.74 5.46 4.54 

7.00 .922 .229 .131 6.70 6.37 5.20 

8.00 -.896 .177 .092 7.67 7.32 6.07 

Table 6. Effect of resonanoe radiation. (0(= 0, 01.. =l,h =0.03, l'" =0.3). p p P 

Rl R2 R, ).. t 

1 
~t 

2 
~~ 

~ 

1.00 .404 -.899 .703 1.00 1.01 1.01 

2.00 .467 .799 .500 1.98 1.96 1.95 

" 
3.00 .537 .616 .358 2.89 2.85 2.76 

4.00 .620 .465 .242 3.87 3.82 3.71 

5.00 .717 .349 .158 4,88 4.84 4.74 

6.00 .827 .262 .103 5.90 5.8'1 5.80 

7.00 .949 .198 .067 6.90 6.90 6.87 

8.00 -.867 .151 .045 7.93 7.93 7.90 

'!aole 7. As above. (,,[=0, oip=1,hp=O.1 t (fp:O.3).,. AA'l(l 

(Resistanoe factor, f = 0.970 for eaoh ourrent ratio 

above). 
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true A values that would be obtained, assuming resonanoe radiation 

to be effective, would be higher at large pressures, especially when 

absorption is low. In other words the pressure dependency due to 

resonance radiation would aot in the opposite direction to that 

required to 'explain the results. If resonance radiation was present 

and effective, Table 6 shOlf" also that the inequalities ~l > A2 > ~3 
should be present. The disagreements actually found in the 

values were not of this form (A ~ ~ 2' ~2 <: ~3) • 
The next approach to this problem is to assume that simple 

diffusion theory no longer holds. Parker (1963) has obtained an 

approximate solution to the problem at low E/p. His solution for 

electron ooncentration may be made to yield R v. A curves (Section 

2.11.). The ohanges in A values from those derived from Huxley'. 

or Townsend's solution are shown in fig.12. Application of Parker's 

result to experimental current ratios gives an agreement between the 

three A values worse than that obtained from Huxley's or Townsend's. 

formulae (Table 8). 

Since October, 1965, the author's supervisor, Dr. J. Lucas, has 

been re-examining the diffusion equ~tion. Be has worked out a 

preliminary theory which is beginning to explain the nitrogen results. 

The diffusion theory breaks down beoause of two factors, 

(i) The electrons reaching the anode travel by different 

paths. Those reaohing the outer part of the anode will have 

travelle. an effeotive distanoe of (6' + 42)~ = 7.2 om.,compared 

with a 6 om. path to the centre of the anode. The longer path means 

, 



d = 5.96 om. 

145 

60 

100 

50 

115 

130 

70 

45 

175 

200 

85 

p = 0.543 mm.Hg. o 

4.99 

3.44 

4.60 

3.00 

4.81 

3.83 

2.75 

5.17 

5.31 

4.32 

A 
2P 

4.77 

3.31 

4.45 

2.85 

4.60 

4.71 

3.69 

2.63 

4.94 

4.15 

).3P 

4.64 

3.27 

4.35 

2.84 

4.48 

4.60 

3.66 

2.61 

4.78 

4.92 

4.09 

Table 8. Showing inoonsistenoy of ~ values interpreted trom 

Parker's solution of the diffusion equation. (The ratios used 

are those in Table 5 for ~ "? 2.5. Parker's solution does not 

oonsider wall effeots, but these are negligible for A '> 2.5). 
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E/p 
o 

42.7 

17.7 

29.4 

14.7 

33.9 

38.3 

2-0.6 

13.2 

51.5 

58.9 

25.0 

( 



more electron oollisions and henoe a lower mean eleotron energJ. 

(ii) The pinhoie injeots eleotrons from the oentre of 

the avalanohe and these might have an energy whioh is higher than 

the mean electron energy for the oollecting ring. 

79. 

When these two faotors are oonsidered it is found that the 

value of A is governed by the position of the oollecting ring. For 

_ an inner ring of radius b and an infinite outer ring 

---(,52) 

where r = (d2+b2)~t and n governs the extent of non-linearity. For 

small variations 

[(E/P)M] lin . 

[ E/p 

, E/p '!: (E/~. 

~M and (D~)M oorrespond to the mean oonditions over the swarm. 

Thes. are wbat we want to measure. The poaition-d,pendent A 

(equation(52)) has been inserted into the Townsend formula to give 

the three ratios of the ourrent collected by the anode rings. namely 

i
1
/1

2
• i,/1

2 
and i 4/i,. Tbe results of the analysis for n • 1/3 and 

n = 1/2 are given in Table 9. Effeotive ~ values have been obtained 

by substituting the obtained ourrent ratios baok into the output 

of Townsend's unmodified solution. It may be seen that the mean 

values for t be three rings are too small at low A. and too large 

at h1gh A. The range 2 ~.\" 4 1s satisfactory and this oorresponds' 
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Effeotive values 

}.. R1 R2 R3 
At 

1 
~ , 

2 
).' 

3 Mean 

n = 10 
1.00 .411 -.910 .739 .0.74 0.83 1.01 0.86 

2.00 .478 .820 .494 1.79 2.05 2.10 1.98 

3.00 .557 .606 .:n8 2.79 3.11 3.17 3.02 

4.00 .646 .450 .205 3.80 4.12 4.27 4.06 

n = 1/2 

1.00 .409 -.902 .744 0.69 0.91 0.99 0.86 

2.00 .476 .822 .487 1.76 2.04 2.25 2.02 

3.00 .555 .604 .309 2.76 3.09 3.23 3.03 

4.00 .644 .447 .196 3.78 4.16 4.36 4.10 

Table 9; Showing effeot of using a non-linear diffusion equation. 

(Resistanoe faotor, f = 0.970 for each ourrent ratio). 
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to seleoted parts of eaoh of the curves as given in fig.17. A ~~an 

ourve (fig.18) has been obtained~om these seleoted parts, and a 

oomparison ~ade with the results of other workers. It may be 

supposed that their res'.llts for variable pressures and values of 

A are in error. B~t the results of these workers lie within the 

sp.riQQ of c~rves shown in fig.18. 

Th(: theory at th:i.s stage is suffioient to enable D~ to be 

determined within t 5% for the range 4 .t!.. E/p <:... 40. The present o 

results in nitrogen have shown that the normal diffusion equation 

does not hold and a non-linear diffusion equation must be used. 

The use of the normal Townsend equation will only give experimental 

values to ! 10% as indioated in fig.17.· 

I 

I 
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6.'. OXYGEN. 

Oxygen is known to be strongly attaohing in the E/p regions 

here investigated, Any negative ions formed in the apparatus behind 

the osthodr.: "llld passing ~nto the diffusion gap upset the oaloulated 

ourrent dis ~.!.'i~utit)n at ",he anode t and the oentre ratio t R1 , then 

becomes of no use. 

Thl"!re are thl9~'l left onJ y two indupendent ourrent ratios in the 

pI'61';'ent system.. :Ct has bee t
( .found that the effeot of primary 

ionization in altering D~ values is not as great as the effeot of 

. attaohment; in faot, eX. mOves the R v. ~ ourve about 1/5 as muoh 

as ~ but in the opposite direction. This may be seen (fig.19) by 

inserting values of A ~ r:i and "I into the tat taohment t equation 

desoribed in Seotion ,.1. When cl is neglected the two ratios, 

R2 and R, t are funotions of the two remaining variables A and '7 

Figs. 19 and 20 show the oaloulated dependenoes6 

• 

A oombination of RZ and R" measured under particular oonditions, 

may be made to yield a pair ot values, A and "? • Use is made of 

the caloulated dependenoes shown inrig.lO. In the results for 

nitrogen, a small systematio differenoe was obtained between A2 and 

A,t although Al and A2 agreed perfeotly well. It was deoided 

that, in oxygen, the measured values ot R, should be oorrected tor 

tate ettect; making A2 and ~,eqUal in the absence of attaohment. 

~he oorreotion curve (obtained from N2 results) is shown in the 

inset at 11«.22. 
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The D~ v. E/po ourve obtained by the above procedure i8 shown 

in !ig. 22. Although the maximum seatter is about 0.2 electron-volta . , 
in general the ag~eement with pressure is good. The results also 

agree ver~ well with those of Huxley, Crompton and Bagot (1959) for 

E/po " 16.. It may be that insuffioient acoount was taken of of.. at 

higher values of E/po. This would bring the curve down in the higher 

E/po region (as for hydrogen). But values of a( would have to exist 

far higher than those (fig.?3) ~ound by Prasad and Craggs (1961). 

By-products of the above prooedure are estimates of the 

attaohment coetficient, 1. A ourve of '7/po Y. E/po is shown 1n 

f1g.2". .An experimental indeterm:Lnance of about 0.005 in '7 must be 

oonsidered when assessing these results. At the lower pressures a 

remarkable oonsistenoy with pressure and E/po is exhibited. The 

values do not agree well with those of other workers, but it i. 

estimated that in order to obtain attaohment coefficients to an 

aoouraoy of S%, R2 and R" would hay. to be consistent and aoourate 

to better than 0.1%. In the present apparatus this ~igure is about 

1.'1. When comparing with the results of Huxley, Crompton and Bagot 

(1959) it should be remembered that they used one pressure only 

(po • 1.86 mm.Hg.), and their ratio-measurements are only slightly 

more aoourate than in the present experiments. 

In ahort. the present results for D~ are in remarkably good 

acreement with those of Huxley, Crompton and Bagot although the 

values 01 attaohment ooeffioient obtained are totally different. If 

their values of attaohment ooefficient are used, two value. of A 
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result corresponding to each pair of current ratios, Rand R The 

2 3· 
agreement of these values is poor, differences of about 20% being 

general. If their mean is used for caloulating D~ values, a much 

larger scat:br (up to 0.45 volts) of points ooours {fig.2l, of. fig.22). 

The D~ values are also up to 30% higher than those shown in fig.22; 

so they do not agree as well with the D~ values of Huxley, Crompton 

and Bagot. 

D/~ values cbtained by Townsend and Bailey (1921), Brose (1925) 

and Healey and Kirkpatriok (1939) are oonsistently much lower than 

the present values (fig.24). But the first two sets were taken in 

apparatuses where the oentre of the anode was used for making current 

measurements. Any negative ions formed by attaohment behind the 

pinhole (or slit in the above two oases) are collected and give a 

higher apparent ~ , and lower apparent D~ t than if allowance had 

been made for the phenomenon. 

Healey and Kirkpatrick used a different electrode oonfiguration, 

due to Bailey (1925) and described in Healey and Reed (1941); but 

their low D~ results cannot theoretically be ascribed to ion 

formation before the first aperture, because this has been allowed 

tor. However, even negative ions have a small diffusion coefficient 

and the widths of suocessive apertures being exactly the same may 

have resulted in errors. In the present apparatus the finite size 

of the oentral colleoting disc (1 cm.radius) allows a large safety 

margin for the diffusion of those negative ions formed outside the 

diffusion gap. Table 10 shows the available D~ values in oxygen 

in the present range of E/po. 
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E/po TB B HK HCB Pr 

, 1.04 1.13 1.07 1.46 1.52 

7.5 1.19 1.41 1.19 2.02 ~ 

10 1.25 1.58 1.29 2.29 f·2~ 

12.5 1.33 1.72 1.36 2.48 2.47 

15 1.45 1.88 1.43 2.66 2.68 -
20 1.69 2.20 1.;4 2.92 .2.:..Q2. 

~5 1~94 2.49 1.69 3.3~ 

30 2.20 2.75 1.84 ;.63 

35 2.45 3.00 1.96 "4'90 

40 2.73 3.22 2.09 4.14 -
TB ~ Townsend and Bailey (1921) 

B = Brose (1925) 

UK ~ Healey and Kirkpatriok (1939) 

HCB ~ Huxley. Crompton and Bagot (1959) 

Pr = Present re8ult. 

Table 10. D/p" Talues (eV) in oxygen. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

POTENTIAL D;STRIBUTION IN A GAP WITH THICK GUARD RINGS. 

The conventional method of fitting guard rings to parallel 

plane gaps is to build thin circular rings at fixed distances apart 

between the two electrodes, and to apply voltages to them depending 

on their position. Long inB~lators must be used to separate them, 

making alignment difficult and exposing the region between the plates 

to effects outside the gap whioh might influence field linearity 

(Section 4.1.b.iii). The use of thick guard rings reduces these 

errors, the chi~f disadvantage being t~e field distortion inherently 

introduced. The mathematical solution of the potential problem is 

given below. 

The idea of using thick guard rings is initially Crompton's 

(Crompton and Elford 1963), and it is believed that~e analysis 

below is due, in essence,to Dr. C.A. Hurst of Adelaide University, 

Australia. 

It is desired to obtain the yoltage at any point in an eleotrode 

system consisting of two parallel pl&tes separated by several 

oiroular guard rings (fig.l). All guard rings are assumed to be the 

same size and to be separated by infinitely small air gaps. The 

effect of finite air gaps is to reduce the distortion at any point 

within the structure, and the values oalculated using the formula 

derived below will be maximum values only. Each guard ring has a 



potential corresponding to the position in the gap of the plane 

through its oentre and perpendicular to its axis. 

The best method of solving this problem is to find an expression 

for the voltage deviation rom uniformity at eaoh point. 

It is required to solve Laplace's equation 

~2 ,.J, 
V ~ == 0 , 

where ~ is the voltage at any point. Consider a cathode at zero 

potential with the origin of cylindrical coordinates at its centre 

and an anode at potential Vo ' with a distance d between them. 

<; V z where V is the voltage deviation Now let == 0 + V 
T 

trom uniformity at any point. Since ¢ and ~oZ 
d 

both satisfy Laplace's 

equation, then 80 does V. 

i.e. 
2 V V == 0 • -------(.53) 

B.f symmetry the voltages are independent of angle, and are a 

function of r and z only. 

Then, !.-L [r~v] 
r Tr Dr 

Separating variables, let v == R(r).Z(z) • Then, 

Baoh tera must ,. a oODBtant, and two independent equations may be 

.atabllshed, 
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1 dR 
+ -~-r dr 

2 
a R = 0 , 

the second of whioh is t~e modified Bessel equation of zero order. 

Thus a general solution for equation(5J) may be written, 

where at A,Bte and D are arbitrary constants. 

Boundary conditions to be satisfied for a single guard ring 

at a potential V /2 are V = 0 at z = 0 and z = d, and V to be finite o 

when r :: O. T~us B = 0, a = n lJ" /d and D ~ 0 • 

i.e. 

where I is an arbitrary oonstant. Thus there are an infinite number 

of independent solutions, corresponding to n = 1,2,', ••• , and a 

turther solution would be the sum of all these, 

The values In may be found from the wall oondition using a property 

ot Fourier-Beeeel expansions giving 

K s n 

J.. 

~ V.all sin ~n:rz) dz • 
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When a single guard ring of potential Vo/2 is considered then 

K 2V 
= 0 for n even n n1f"I (!fb ) 0 d 

and K n = 0 for n odd. 

Th\~s the final solution is 

00 
(n lfr/d) v=2 2V I sin(n 1T' z/d) 0 0 n = 2.4,6,8 ••• 

n1f I (n1f'b/d) 
f\sl. 0 

The above solution applies only for a single guard ring but is 

readily extended to a system of p identioal rings by writing 
, 

V = V Ip and d = dip. i.e. For p rings 
o 0 

V Zt!' 2V I (pn1f" rid) i ( 1T 'd) = -.2... 0 s n pn z, ' ,n 
pn-r I (pn1f' bid) 

tu.1. 0 

even. ----(54) 

Exaot aoCount may also be ~en of ~e effeot of inoluding finite 

spacers. A 'spaoer term' is merely added to the above expression; 

and then it reads 

sin (pn 11" f/2d) 

pn1ff/2d 

where t is the spaoing between guard rings. 

,n even --(55iJ 

It half-rings are used adjaoent to oathode and anode then~e 

solutions are identioal to (54) and (55) but with the signs reversed. 

The oonvergenoe of the series (54) depends on the ratio of 

Beaael tunotions and ia very rapid away from the walls, but tends 
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to get slower as r ... b. The number of terms N needed to converge 

the series to an absolute errorless than E is given approximately by 

• 

Before the existence of solution (54) was known. another 

8olution was obtained by a different procedure. Two separate sets 

of boundary conditions were used, 

1. anode • V ,cathode = 0, walls = 0 
o 

2. anode = 0, cathode = 0. walls = normal step funotion condition for 

three rings. The two solutions of Laplace's equation for these 

boundary condition8 give two independent voltages at a particular 

point. Since the 8um of the two boundary oonditions oonsidered 

yields the actual boundary condition, the aotual voltage at a pOint 

in the region is the sum of the two voltages obtained. To find the , 

'J 
:] 

voltage deviation from uniformity at a point, the voltage corresponding;l 

to the uniform field condition must be subtraoted. 

The solution obtained was 

00 

+~ 2 1 I (n 1T rid) (... I) ~ [oos(t)+co8(Jt)+oos(5t).3008(6t) 0 sin n. s,d 
)n 1f 10 (n 1fb/d) 

------(56) 
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where Jo ( 9 sb) = 0 and t = n IT /6. The voltage deviation V is given 

by 

Vertz) = ~(rtz) - V z/d. o 

Solution (,6) i8 only correct for three guard rings and i8 inferior 

to the 801ution (54) beoause of its greater complexity, lack of 

generality and 810wnes8 of convergenoe in certain regions. Voltage 

deviation8 oalculated from both (54) and (56) have proved to be 

exaotly the 8ame. 



besn 
rea a#b,11,12,13,14,d,A,B,C,z,sl,s2,s3,s4,k, 

Sl,S2,S3,S4,Tl,T2,T3,p1,J,tj 
1nteserl,n,.,Z,cctermsj 
real !£F!l v(1:25J(p[1:25]tQl{1:2S](q2[1:251, 

q3(1:25J,q4[1:2,J,u[1:25J; 

real prooe4ure bessel(Y)jreal yj 
§!sn bessel:-1t y<l2 then bes one(y) else bes two(y) end; 

real prooedure bes one (y); value y; real y; Rii1n real f,gjtnteS!r w,X; : 
x:-o; 
t:-S:-:r/2; 
tor w:-1,w+1 while abs(t)>abs(SXlD-6) 
C!O'besn • 
- t:-tx(-yxy)/(4x(w+l )xw) j 

g:-g+t; 
X:-X+l 

end; 
bes one :-8; 

(CONTINUED OVER) 

4tte.41x 2. COmputer program in Liyerpool Univer.1t l Algol tor tbe 

ouaulatioD ot R y. A table. using Townsend,' s formula. 

92. 



93. 

(CON'l'INUED OVER) 



tor z:-A step B until C 
aoDef:n 
- ~9t1~!~i!~!N-'t! :~-StS~I:;:~-S~8~~~AlZ:-O; 

or abe S2 )ab8 a2><»-6 or abe 83 )abe 83xm-6 
Or abe s4 )ab8 a4x»-6 

do beP!l -
-- k: .. xp(dX(7.~~rt(~z+U[11xu[1]»); 

81:-to<q
1Ii ); S2:-lO<q2 1 ; 

S3:-kXq3 1 ; 
S4:-lo<q4 1 ; 
81: .. '+S1; 
a2:882+82; 
83: ... 3+53; 
84: .. 4+84; 
Z:-Z+l; 
it Z)(terms-l) tben seto out; 

.m; --
out~:"'/(82-a')r.-

T2:- 82-81 I 8 82; T3:-~83-82!/~8 -83~; 
NEWLINE (2) -
PRINT %,2;'); 
PRINT 11. T1(1 II Tlxt elae -1'/1'1 ,4"O~; 
PRINT If' T2(1 T2Xt .,iii -tm"4,,o j 
PRINT t!' T3(1 _ n T3xt else -1'/1'3,4,0 ; 
PRDll' , ,0); 

en4 • • ,-iff'i 
1t -<)'1 then a,oto repeat 
ii\d." -
10;3-
.01,50;1;2;3;4,6.00; 
0)1-10.1;tl 
.'J~Jlj2J3;4J6.00; 
0)1i10.01·,· 
1J50J1J2J~Jl;6.00; 
OJ1;10.1;lJ~ 

(SAMPtE 
DATA) 



*E12 51 DIST ACe ANY+ 

!!ain 

CCIIIDeIlt LUA 29 SEPT 1964J . 
carment 'lb1a procedUl'e evaluates IO(x) rer any 

1 
arsument ~.8 ~ Che}lyahev aerlea) 

rea Eocedure BIO\x,fa1lure); 
value xj 
real x.; 
lasel fa1lure; 

This is a standard library prooedure and has been 

omitted for spaoe reasons. Exit is to 'failure' if x.:::-8. 

real EocedUre IoR(W#R"B) ; value W,R"B; real W,R,B; 
IoR:-U WXR~15 -

'!lien BIO{WXR,PAIL)/BIO(WXB PAIL) 
elae aqrt(B!R)X8Xp(WX(R-B)f; 

REaSedure P RINGS(Vo,R,B,Z,D"F,P); value Vo,R,B,Z,D,P; 
real Vo"R"B"Z,D,PJ ~P!ier PJ 

~ real Pl.,ttRAfIU,terJD; integer,s; 

~11"(R'2'~)1 ~/D . 
PRIN'l'{ 1t 1 then 2XZXP 

- ell. 1.2><ZXP!D+2><entler(2XZXP/D) ,2,3) J 

95. 

cOIrI1lent U balt r1rii Q'stem uaed---output will Slve 
input transposed,!.e. the pt (3,2. '2) becomes (3,2.88) J 

,.-oJ Tc-oJ 

tor SI-2,1+2 !'hila ab8(RATIO»ab8(F'X»-7) anc1 as. FINx2 

!2 beSin t :-P)(sxp1/.QJ 
RATIO l-lo8 C t ,H, B) 1 
te1'lll'" ~O/I'/8/p1XRATI()(S1n (txZ) J 
p,-p+termJ 
:I.t .. PINX2 then 'l'EXT(1'lOJ*SWW1); 
!1'-T+1J 

PJd\?+,3,O)j SPACE(4) J PRINTl"Ot3JJ it aba(lP)a- 5 then Pft!NT(ln abe P )/2.302585,2,3) 
- .188 'l'BJ?'C!19a -INP1 ; 
SPACB(4),PRINT(tIFI,o,4); 
~; (CONTINUED OVER) 

APPINDIX). Coaputer program in Liverpool University Algol for 

Yolta,e determination in a gap with thiok guard ringe. 

.
I.J .. · r , 



NBWLINB(2) j 
Y:-DATAJ 
tor %:-1 atewR 1 until; Y 
!(5'i)eg1n 
- r,-DATAJ 

end, 
J'AIlT 
end:+ -

z:-DATAI 
P RINGS(100,l',b,ZXd/2/p,d,P,p); 

!tt3J1SOJ6J5-S'5' 01 lS,- .2, .2l· !J - ftil 5016,5.15, 
OJ ,5, .2, _2, .11 2, 
1 J 1.6,2, .6, ... -

1 



"".,-,:, . 

NO OF RINGS. -6' Gap. 6.00(11 5'150;aguard ring radius 
r 6. No.of Sv 10glO<SV) Final term - terms d 

oonsidered f. 
0.000, 0'100' 2. -2.061.-13, -12.666' 2.4 5 75."27, 0.0001 0.300, 2: -5.39510-13, -12.268' 3.9763.",,27, 0.000. 0.500, 21 -6.668.-13, -12.1761 1.4335 •• 37, 0.000. 0.700' 2. -5.395 .... 13. -12.2661 -3.9763 •• 27, 0.0001 0.900. 2J -2.061 ... 13, -12.6661 ""2.4 5 75 .... 27' 1.0001 0-1001 21 -1.79!h-llJ -10.1461 8.0132.-23, 1.000' 0.300' 21 -4.699,-111 -10.3261 1.2966 .... 22' 1.0001 0'500' ' 21 -,.808.-111 -10.236' 4.6743."",33, 1.0001 0.7001 a. -4.699 •• 111 -10.3261 -1.2966 •• 22, 1.0001 0-900, 2. -1.795.-111 -10.746. ... 6.013~.""23, 2.0001 0-1001 2. -16 • 7 1 9. .. 9 J -S.1731 1.611h-t71 2.0001 0.3001 2: -1.759. -S' -7.755, 2.6 0 69.-171 2.0001 0.500. 2: -2.174. "8, -7.6631 9.3962.~281 2.0001 0.700' 2. -1.759. -8' -7.7551 -2.6069."17. 2.0001 0.900, 21 ~6.719. -9' -6.173, - 1 .6'1 1 t."1 7 J 3.0001 0-1001 3' "2-919. -61 "'5.535' "4.1035.-181 3.000: 0.300, 3' -1.642. -6, -5.117, -,.7966."'18' 3.0001 0.500' 3. -9.445. "6' ... S.0251 5.6139."16' 3.000; 0·700. ~. "1.642. -6, -5.111, -1.1966.-18, 3.000. 0.900, 3. -2.'919. -6' -5.535' -4.7035.-18, I 

~ . 4.0001 0·100. 41 "1.353. -3, -2.6691 4.0129.-13J 4.000, 0.300# 41 -3.54210 -31 -2.451, ... 2.4601 .... 13J 4.000J 0'500' 31 -4.380. -3' "2.356' 7.,313''''10, 4.0001 0.,00J 41 .. 3.545. -3J -2.4501 2.4801."13J 4.0001 0'900J 41 -1.355. -3.1 "2.668J "'4.0129.-13: 5.0001 0'1001 181 -4.7Hh -I, -0.3261 -7.5410.- -9: 5.000: \ 0.3001 l1J "'1.35210 +0: 0.1311 1.0713. -8' 
'" 

5.0001 0.500: 17J "2,001. tal 0.3011 -3.4862. -8J 5.0001 0'7001 17: "'2.090. +0" 0.3201 1.0773 ... 6: . , 5.000'; 0.900, 18# -1.018. +0, 0.006: 1.5410 ... 9' , 
,,~. "-'-- -,. .. ,. 

Table ~"I. 'Output of pr ograa'5l DIST ACC ANY·~'8ho.ing de~ree of voltage distortion 
t (100 volta on anode~.· r k 
,~.-. 
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46. 

Gas supply to the ohamber is from a oommercial high pressure 

oylinder through a multi-stage regulator (set at 10 psig oonstant 

output) and a fine-oontrol nee!le valve (Edwards-type LB2A). As the 

gas enters it is also being pumped away by the rotary pump and 

equilibrium is established at an internal pressure determined by the 

needle valve setting. The gas inlet is near the gas outlet (fig.2) 

so the gas enters the glass ohamber and MoLeod gauge by a baok~diffusion 

prooess. Apart from oonvenience of oonstruotion, it was felt that 

this method was the least likely to establish pressure gradients 

within the apparatus. 

The oo'ld traps were surrounded by liquid nitrogen when investigatingil 
> if 

nitrogen and hydrogen, and by a mixture of solid oarbon dioxide and 

aoetone for oxygen. 

The i~purity level in the chamber may be oaloulated as follows. 

Suppose, 

Q
o 

= pumping rate, 

~ = input rate, 

and Q
L 

= leak rate. 

Then, Q
o 

= Q
i 

+ QL ' and impurity level = QL/~ ~ ~L/Qo' 

Now and 

where A is a oonstant. dPL is 
dt 

increase in the clOsed system 

Q = A dpo 
O -dt 

found by measuring the rate of pressure 

(=L microns!hr.), and dpo by measuring 
dt 

the rate of increase of ohamber pressure when the pumps are switohed 

I ott ExftArimental measurement of dpo proves it to be proportional to 
t \. r- dt • 
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